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With the increased demand for short range wireless connectivity, a plethora of 
radio and optical wireless solutions vie for the resource limited portable devices. While 
RF wireless technologies, in the form of WiFi (Wireless Fidelity), Bluetooth, UWB (ultra 
wideband) etc., is getting lots of attention from the researchers, IrDA (Infrared Data 
Association) links is still an appropriate, cost-effective option with high speed, simple 
protocol, lack of setup complications, low power, and low cost. Infrared radiation, as a 
medium for short-range communication, offers several significant advantages over RF 
transmission, especially if a short-range, low-power, high data-rate connection is the 
main criterion. Moreover, the infrared spectral region offers virtually unlimited bandwidth 
that is unregulated worldwide. Another great advantage of IrDA links is it does not 
require any pairing of devices thus enabling the devices to establish a connection within 
a short period of time by simply pointing them to each other. This “Point & Shoot” 
capability makes IrDA superior to other wireless standards. IrDA links also provides a 
stable connection without being affected by RF interference sources and can be used in 
areas sensitive to RF interference such as hospitals and aircraft. 
In recent years, the environment to enjoy the multimedia content has changed. 
Most multimedia contents are changed from analog format to digital format which makes 
those suitable to exchange between consumer electronics and home appliances. As a 
result, the users need a quick and easy way to transfer digital contents from home 
servers to portable devices and vice versa to enjoy those anytime, anywhere. It is 
obvious that IrDA links with two promising protocols, IrBurst protocol and IrSimple 
protocol, is optimum for this type of point to point communications.  
IrBurst is a higher layer protocol designed for high speed exchange of large-scale 
information. It uses the burst transmission capability of the lower layers of IrDA protocol 
stack for transmitting large bursts of information without adding any additional overhead. 
On the other hand, Infrared Simple (IrSimple) is a high-speed infrared communications 
protocol to provide simple and instant wireless communications between mobile devices 
and digital home appliances. This simple method of data communications helps shorten 
time to exchange mobile contents as the mobile contents become larger in size to 
accommodate the needs of high resolution picture files, music files  and video files. 
IrSimple completes the ‘missing link’ from digital cameras, mobile phones and PDAs to 
 xx
color photo printer or a television for faster file transfer without any inherent complication 
and lack of security with other wireless technologies. 
The roadmap of Infrared Data Association (IrDA) projects very high speed data 
connectivity (10Gbps) in near future. Reliability will be a challenging issue for such high 
speed connectivity as the existing error recovery scheme adopted by IrDA does not fit 
well to erroneous environment. It is therefore of great importance to investigate the 
suitability of the two promising IrDA protocols, IrBurst protocol and IrSimple protocol, for 
high speed data exchange and to enhance the robustness of high speed IrDA links.     
Reliability in wireless links can be achieved using Automatic Repeat Request 
(ARQ) scheme or Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme. This research work aims to 
enhance the robustness of high speed IrDA links by proposing ARQ based efficient error 
recovery schemes. In many indoor environments, there exists intense noise, arising from 
sunlight, incandescent lighting and fluorescent lighting. With the increase of data transfer 
rates beyond 100Mbit/s over the half duplex infrared links, a robust automatic repeat 
request (ARQ) scheme is therefore necessary to cope with this erroneous environment. 
For its inherent simplicity, Go-Back-N ARQ scheme is deployed for data transmission 
over IrDA links. However at high data rate, this ARQ scheme requires some lower layer 
parameters, such as window size and frame size, be adapted to the corresponding 
optimum values for the correspondent Bit Error Rate (BER). But adaptive approaches 
always add a significant amount of complexity to the system. Hence, in this work, I 
propose two error recovery schemes, Block Based Window Retransmission (BBWR) 
ARQ scheme and Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) scheme, for high speed infrared 
communication without adapting parameters to the optimum values. The proposed 
schemes are variants of traditional selective repeat ARQ scheme with controlled buffer 
management such that buffer overflow never happens. Simulations results for BBWR 
scheme are presented. Experimental results for ISR scheme, which has very simple 
algorithms and therefore fitted well in the memory constrained 100Mbps demo boards, 
are also presented as the proof of concept. Furthermore a simulation model is designed 
and then verified by comparing the experimental results. Consequently, the proposed 
ISR scheme is examined by simulation for future GigaIR (1Gbps IrDA links) links which 
has recently been adopted by IrDA.  
Another contribution of this research work is in investigating the suitability of 
IrBurst protocol for large block data exchange over high-speed IrDA links. The IrBurst 
issue has been examined in few other research works but the results presented are not 
 xxi
sufficient for the complete performance analysis of IrBurst protocol. Furthermore the 
performance improvement of IrBurst protocol compared to existing IrOBEX protocol is 
not presented in any of the works. It is therefore of interest to develop a systematic and 
comprehensive analysis of IrBurst protocol for large data block exchange over high 
speed IrDA links and to compare the performance with existing protocol. Hence, in this 
research, I investigate the IrBurst protocol behavior in detail and derive a comprehensive 
and more realistic model for IrBurst. A complete analytical model is carried out to derive 
IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) over the IrDA protocol stacks both in the case of error 
free transmission and in presence of transmission errors. Results are presented which 
reveal that IrBurst scales well to handle large data blocks at high data rates compared to 
the existing OBEX protocol. The impact of different layer parameters on IrBurst 
throughput efficiency (TE) in presence of transmission errors is examined. Furthermore 
the effect of proposed BBWR ARQ scheme and ISR ARQ scheme on IrBurst throughput 
efficiency is also examined. Simulation results show that employment of the proposed 
ARQ schemes highly improves IrBurst throughput performance at high bit error rates 
(BERs). 
The final contribution of this work is performance evaluation of IrDA high speed 
transmission protocol, IrSimple Protocol and its efficiency enhancement with effective 
error control and flow control schemes. A mathematical model is carried out to derive a 
simple equation for IrSimple throughput efficiency (TE) over the IrDA protocol stacks.  
Based on this model, the performance of IrSimple protocol is compared with existing 
IrOBEX protocol at various data rates. It has shown that the IrSimple protocol scales well 
to handle fast data exchange at high data rates compared to the existing OBEX protocol. 
In order to evaluate the IrSimple performance in presence of transmission errors, a 
simulation model is also developed and based on the model a performance comparison 
of IrSimple and existing IrOBEX protocol is carried out for various bit error rates. 
Furthermore, the effect of different layer parameters on IrSimple throughput is explored 
for various BERs. Finally, improvement in flow control for IrSimple protocol is presented 
by introducing small sized supervisory frame at lower layer to reduce the traffic in the 
system. A complete examination of the proposed flow control scheme is carried out for 
all possible cases where frame losses can occur due to transmission error. It shows that 
the proposed flow control scheme recovers well from possible frame losses without 

















In recent years, the consumer electronics has seen a rapid drop in price for 
memory chips which enables all the portable devices to surge with gigantic memory size 
as a built-in option. At the same time, the environment of enjoying multimedia content 
has been changed with the alteration of all analog formats to digital formats and users 
can now carry their favorite data contents such as music files, movie files, and picture 
files in portable devices to enjoy anytime, anywhere. As a result, users are now opting 
for efficient data transfer methods to exchange data contents between portable device 
such as music player, camera, cell phone etc. and home servers such as desktop 
computer, DVD recorder. The short range wireless connectivity is therefore thriving as 
one of the best options to support this type of services by replacing the traditional cables 
thereby giving the users greater degree of mobility.   
1.1 Short Range Wireless Data Connectivity 
A plethora of short-range wireless data communication solutions now vie for the 
limited connectivity option of resource restricted consumer electronics. The current crops 
of contenders mainly include IrDA, Bluetooth and WiFi (802.11a/b/c/d/g/n), and many 
new technologies such as TransferJet, Visible Light Communications (VLC) are thriving. 
These technologies cover a wide range of capabilities and constraints. Sometimes they 
compete and other times they complement.  
1.1.1 Full-fledged Technologies 
WiFi 
The first IEEE 802.11 specification was introduced in 1997 with the primary goal of 
providing wireless LAN access. At first, component costs were expensive, 
interoperability was chancy, and security was a major concern. Together, these factors 
prevented widespread adoption. But, over time, component cost has dropped, many 
security concerns have been addressed, and new specification versions (such as 
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802.11b, 802.11a, and 802.11g) have emerged that increase throughput. Because of the 
large physical range and “always-on” connection model, Wi-Fi technology consumes a 
lot of power, limiting its use in PDAs, phones, and other lightweight portable devices [1].  
 
Bluetooth 
Bluetooth-enabled wireless headsets started to emerge in 2000, but component cost, 
power usage, and even regulatory barriers prevented widespread adoption. Since then, 
cost and power usages have improved, making Bluetooth a valuable add-on feature for 
high-end PDAs and mobile phones. However the maximum data rate supported by 
Bluetooth 2.0 was still 3Mbps. 
Recently Bluetooth 3.0 is adopted which is expected to fulfill the consumers’ 
need for speed while providing the same wireless Bluetooth experience. Manufacturers 
of consumer electronics and home entertainment devices can now build their products to 
send large amounts of video, music and photos between devices wirelessly at speeds 
consumers expect. The inclusion of the 802.11 Protocol Adaptation Layer (PAL) in 
Bluetooth 3.0 provides increased throughput of data transfers at the approximate rate of 
24 Mbps [2]. 
 
IrDA 
The IrDA protocol specification was developed by inclusive organizations to provide 
short range, low-cost, indoor, point-to-point links utilizing the IR spectrum. IrDA also 
offers the advantage of being easy to implement and simple to use, in addition to the 
high data rates. IrDA links aim to replace cables between devices such as laptop 
computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), digital still and video cameras, mobile 
phones and printers. The ‘point and shoot’ nature of the IrDA user model requires line of 
sight link alignment, and as a result short data transfer time is important. IrDA is on the 
process of adopting its GigaIR specification to support 1Gbps data rates while it is 
projecting for 10Gbps data links in near future [3]. 
1.1.2 Other Standards 
TransferJet 
TransferJet is a wireless technology that allows a pair of devices that want to 
communicate to do so simply by bringing them close together. While the communication 
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distance is only up to a short 3 cm, it achieves ultrahigh-speed transfers with an effective 
data transfer rate of 375 Mbits/s [4]. 
 
Wireless USB 
Wireless USB is based on the Ultra-WideBand (UWB) common radio platform, which is 




RFID is a wireless alternative to barcode scanners, allowing a component costing 25 
cents or less to identify itself without a power source [6].  
 
ZigBee  
ZigBee, like Bluetooth, uses an unlicensed RF band for data communication, but targets 
applications that demand lower power, lower throughput, and greater physical range 
such as home automation, remote control, and device monitoring [7].  
 
Ultra-Wideband (UWB)  
Ultra-wideband uses a unique signalling mechanism that allows extremely high 
throughput (100 Mbps or more) using a simplified component design requiring very little 
power. Because UWB technology transmits over a wide swath of radio frequencies, it is 
unimpeded by the interference problems that obstruct traditional RF and infrared signals 
[8].  
 
Visible Light Communications (VLC) 
The data can be transmitted by lighting LED on and off at ultra high speed. The visible 
light communication has characteristics to be ubiquitous, transmitted at ultra high speed 
and harmless for human body and electronic devices, compared to those by radio and 
infrared communications [9]. 
1.2 Why IrDA Links is likely the Winner? 
To date, various wireless technologues (as shown in Figure 1.1) have been 
developed and are used for personal area networks (PANs) and local area networks 
































Figure 1.1 Wireless communication systems 
 
depending on the deployment scenario, intended application and the cost benefit 
analysis, some technologies can be more suitable than others. The rapid emergence of 
mobile terminals in work and home environments is accelerating the introduction of 
mobile wireless links. But portable devices are subject to severe limitations on size, 
weight, power consumption and battery lifetime. The desire for inexpensive, high-speed 
links satisfying all these requirements has motivated the interest in infrared wireless 
communication. 
Infrared radiation, as a medium for short-range communication, offers several 
significant advantages over RF transmission, especially if a short-range, low-power, high 
data-rate connection is the main concern. High-speed infrared transceivers are available 
at low cost. The infrared spectral region offers virtually unlimited bandwidth that is 
unregulated worldwide. Another great advantage of IrDA links is it does not require any 
pairing of devices that is needed for RF technology. This enables the devices to 
establish a connection within a very short period of time.  
A study in [10] finds that IrDA links takes only 1.12sec whereas Bluetooth 
connectivity takes at least 10.24sec to discover other devices within its range. This key 
feature gives IrDA a clear advantage over any other competing technologies to meet the 
user’s primary expectation “the faster, the better” for specific types of applications. For 
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example, a user may need to download a movie file, usually in some GB sizes, from 
home server to his/her portable player. Alternatively the user may want to transfer a 
small sized picture file from his/her cell phone to a printer or a large display. In both the 
cases, the user’s primary requirement is simple and faster data exchange irrespective of 
the content size. 
It is obvious that an IrDA connection is optimum for this type of services (point to 
point). It is superior to the other current wireless standards because of its “Point & 
Shoot” capability. Connection establishment between device and equipment, when 
compared to other wireless standards, IrDA is far quick and easy. IrDA also provides a 
stable connection without being affected by RF interference sources. This means that 
vending machines, printers, displays providing these services can be located in areas 
sensitive to RF interference such as hospitals and aircraft. 
1.3 Main Research Contribution 
The roadmap of Infrared Data Association (IrDA) projects very fast data 
connectivity (10Gbps) and application specific efficient protocols (IrSimple, IrBurst, 
IrUSB) in near future. Reliability will be a challenging issue for such high speed 
connectivity as the existing error recovery scheme does not fit well to cope with 
erroneous environment beyond 16Mbps data rate [11].  Considering all these issues, the 
main research contribution presented in this work is in performance evaluation of two 
promising protocols, IrBurst protocol and IrSimple protocol, to investigate their suitability 
for high speed Infrared communications and in proposing ARQ based efficient error 
recovery schemes to enhance the robustness of high speed IrDA links.     
     Reliability in wireless links can be achieved using Automatic Repeat Request 
(ARQ) or Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme. In order to enhance the robustness of 
high speed IrDA links in case of erroneous environment, ARQ based efficient error 
recovery schemes are proposed in this research work. In many indoor environments, 
there exists intense noise, arising from sunlight, incandescent lighting and fluorescent 
lighting. With the increase of data transfer rates beyond 100Mbit/s over the half duplex 
infrared links, a robust automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme is therefore necessary 
to cope with this erroneous environment. For its inherent simplicity, Go-Back-N ARQ 
scheme is deployed for data transmission over IrDA links. However at high data rate, 
this ARQ scheme requires some lower layer parameters, such as window size and 
frame size, be adapted to the corresponding optimum values for the correspondent Bit 
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Error Rate (BER). But adaptive approaches always add a significant amount of 
complexity to the system. Hence, in this work, I present two error recovery schemes 
named as Block Based Window Retransmission (BBWR) ARQ scheme and Improved 
Selective Repeat (ISR) scheme for high speed infrared communication operating with a 
fixed size receiver buffer and without adapting parameters to the optimum values. The 
proposed schemes are variants of traditional selective repeat ARQ scheme with 
controlled buffer management such that buffer overflow never happens. Simulations 
results for BBWR scheme are presented. Experimental results for ISR scheme, which 
has very simple algorithms and therefore fitted well in the memory constrained 100Mbps 
demo boards, are also presented as the proof of concept. Furthermore a simulation 
model is designed and then verified by comparing the experimental results. 
Consequently, the proposed ISR scheme is examined by simulation for future GigaIR 
(1Gbps IrDA links) links.  
Another contribution of this research work is in investigating the suitability of 
IrBurst protocol for large block data exchange over high-speed IrDA links. The IrBurst 
issue has been examined in few other research works but the results presented are not 
sufficient for the complete performance analysis of IrBurst protocol. Furthermore the 
performance improvement of IrBurst protocol compared to existing IrOBEX protocol is 
not presented in any of the works. It is therefore of interest to develop a systematic and 
comprehensive analysis of IrBurst protocol for large data block exchange over high 
speed IrDA links and to compare the performance with existing protocol. Hence, in this 
research, I investigate the IrBurst protocol behavior in detail and derive a comprehensive 
and more realistic model for IrBurst. Furthermore the effect of proposed BBWR ARQ 
scheme and ISR scheme on IrBurst throughput efficiency is also examined. Simulation 
results show that employment of the proposed ARQ schemes highly improves IrBurst 
throughput performance at high BERs. 
The final contribution of this thesis is performance evaluation of IrSimple Protocol 
and its efficiency enhancement with effective error control and flow control schemes. So 
far no other research work is done on the topic. In order to evaluate the IrSimple 
performance in presence of transmission errors, a simulation model is developed and 
based on the model a performance comparison of IrSimple and existing IrOBEX protocol 
is carried out for various bit error rates. Furthermore, in an effort to improve IrSimple 
performance, an effective error control scheme is proposed. Since, IrSimple protocol 
maintains the data flow from upper layer, an improvement in the data flow control for 
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IrSimple protocol is also proposed at lower layer to reduce the redundant data 
retransmissions in the system.   
Most of the results obtained in this research work were presented at IrDA 
standardization meetings and were accepted.      
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized in six chapters detailing the design, evaluation and 
analysis as well as performance enhancements techniques for high speed IrDA links.  
Chapter 1 as the introduction presents the background and the objective of this 
study highlighting its research contribution, as well as the outline of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 provides an overview of IrDA protocol stack and its operating 
principles. A brief description of IrPHY, IrLAP, IrLMP, TinyTP layers which comprise the 
basic protocol stack are presented. Different service primitives, packet and frame 
formats are outlined. The chapter also describes higher layer protocols, existing IrOBEX 
protocol and newly adopted IrBurst and IrSimple protocol, in brief. This chapter would 
help to understand smoothly the following chapters in this thesis.   
In Chapter 3, two ARQ based error recovery schemes that fit well for IrDA links 
are presented. Proposed Block Based Window Retransmission (BBWR) and Improved 
Selective Repeat (ISR) ARQ schemes are variants of ideal selective repeat ARQ 
scheme and require little modification to the existing error recovery scheme of IrDA 
system. The proposed schemes operate with a finite buffer size and a finite range of 
sequence number such that buffer overflow never happens. The performance of the 
proposed schemes are examined for various link parameters, such as bit error rate 
(BER), minimum turnaround time and data length, and compared with the performance 
of the existing go-back-N (GBN) ARQ scheme. Simulation results are presented which 
show that the proposed schemes significantly outperforms the existing GBN ARQ 
scheme, particularly for links with high bit error rate. At BER=10-6, the proposed 
schemes can provide almost 50% improvement in throughput efficiency. Furthermore, 
experimental result of proposed ISR scheme is presented as a proof of concept which 
coincides with simulation result.    
Chapter 4 examines the suitability of IrBurst protocol for large data block 
exchange over high-speed IrDA links. A complete analytical model is carried out to 
derive IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) over the IrDA protocol stacks both in the case of 
error free transmission and in presence of transmission errors. A simulation model is 
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also developed which validates the analytical model. The impact of different layer 
parameters on IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) in presence of transmission errors is 
examined. Results show that IrBurst scales well to handle large data blocks, especially 
at high data rates, compared to the existing OBEX protocol. Further analysis shows that 
IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) always benefits by a small minimum turnaround time. 
However, in situations where small turnaround time is not possible, using a large window 
size or frame length can alleviate the negative effect of large turnaround time by 
increasing the amount of data sent between turnarounds. Although using large window 
size or frame length significantly improves the throughput efficiency for low BERs, it 
renders the link vulnerable to BER increase. Simulation results demonstrate that 
proposed BBWR and ISR ARQ schemes can provide sufficient robustness for large 
window size or frame length and highly improves IrBurst performance at high BERs.  
In chapter 5, a study on the performance of IrSimple protocol for high-speed 
exchange of digital contents is carried out in detail. A mathematical model has been 
carried out to derive IrSimple throughput efficiency (TE). Based on the model, the 
performance of IrSimple protocol is compared with existing OBEX protocol for various 
data rates. Furthermore, in order to characterize the IrSimple performance in presence 
of transmission errors, a simulation model for IrSimple has been developed. A 
performance comparison of IrSimple and OBEX is carried out for various bit error rates 
based on the model. Results show that IrSimple protocol scales well to handle fast data 
exchange at high data rates compared to the existing OBEX protocol. The significance 
of different layer parameters on IrSimple throughput in presence of transmission errors is 
also explored. Although small turnaround time results in maximum throughput, such a 
low turnaround time is not always achievable. Therefore, in situations where small 
turnaround time is not possible, the use of large block size can mitigate the negative 
effect of large turnaround time but renders the link vulnerable to high BERs. In an effort 
to improve robustness, an effective error control scheme similar to Improved Selective 
Repeat (ISR) ARQ scheme is proposed. Simulation result shows that employment of the 
proposed error recovery scheme highly improves IrSimple protocol performance at high 
BERs. Furthermore, an improvement in the existing flow control for IrSimple protocol is 
proposed to reduce the redundant data retransmissions in the system.  
Finally, Chapter 6 provides the concluding remarks of this research work. Areas 







2.1 IrDA Basic Protocol Stack 
With the establishment of the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) in 1993 formed by 
the collaboration between key industries, an open standard for IR data communication 
was founded [12]. As a result, an IrDA protocol was established whose aim was to 
provide a simple, cost-effective, dependable means of IR communication using direct 
point-to-point connectivity between LANs and devices like portable computers and non-
portable computers, printers, fax machines, etc. Currently, IrDA connections can provide 
a baud rate up to 16Mb/s with a future aspiration of 1Gbps high speed, using half-duplex 
point-to-point connectivity.  The protocol stack specifies both hardware and software, 
with the bulk of the complexity in the software driver, leaving the hardware as simple and 
low-cost as possible.     
Communications protocols deal with many issues, and so are generally broken 
into layers, each of which deals with a manageable set of responsibilities and supplies 
needed capabilities to the layers above and below. The IrDA protocol stack is the 
layered set of protocols aimed at particularly point-to-point infrared communications and 
the applications needed in that environment. In this section, each of the basic layers of 
the IrDA protocol stacks (see Figure 2.1) are described, beginning with the physical layer 
and the layers above it.    
Before going into the details description of these protocols, a brief description of 
the operation of each of the protocols is given below. 
The IrPHY [13] layer specification details the physical hardware for the IR link 
that includes the IR transmitter and receiver, the filters, and the modulation and 











Figure 2.1 Basic IrDA Protocol stack. 
The IrLAP [14] layer is an HDLC-based data link layer that provides device 
discovery, link establishment and shutdown, and reliable data exchange. More details 
are available in later sections. 
The IrLMP [15] layer consists of two distinct elements. The first element is the 
link management multiplexer (LM-MUX) which provides a way for multiple units on a 
device to utilize a single established IrLAP link both independently and concurrently. 
This layer uses link service access points (LSAPs) to collaborate with higher layers of 
the protocol. This layer also has another element called the information access service 
(LM-IAS) that provides a database of services given by the host device and allows for 
the examination of the database by the remote device. 
Lastly, TinyTP [16] is a non-compulsory lightweight transport and flow control 
method that can prevail over any prospective deadlock problems with the IrLAP layer. It 
insures that IrLAP is not overwhelmed with too much data that can be present at any 
single time by providing a data segmentation and reassembly service and a credit based 
flow control procedure.   
2.1.1 IrDA Physical Layer (IrPHY) 
The mandatory IrPHY (Infrared Physical Layer Specification) [13] is the lowest 
layer of the IrDA specifications. This layer’s main specifications are: 
• Range:  
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               -standard: 1 m 
     -low power to low power: 0.2 m 
     -standard to low power: 0.3 m 
• Angle: minimum cone ±15° 
• Speed: 2.4 kbit/s to 16 Mbit/s 
• Modulation: baseband, no carrier 
It deals with several traits of the infrared signals such as framing data like begin 
and end of frame flags (BOFs and EOFs), cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs), and 
encoding of data bits. It is essential for the physical layer to some extent be implemented 
in the hardware, but it is entirely possible for the hardware to manage this layer 
completely.     
This layer also includes a software layer, framer, which separates the 
continuously changing hardware layer from the rest of the stack.  Its main task is to 
receive incoming frames from the hardware and pass them on to the Link Access 
Protocol Layer (IrLAP).  This includes accepting outgoing frames and doing whatever is 
necessary to send them. The IrDA have minimum and maximum irradiance constraints 
where the signal must be visible up to a meter away while also maintaining distance so 
as to not become overwhelmingly close to the irradiance for the receiver to perform 
properly. IrDA data communications operate in half-duplex mode because while 
transmitting a device’s receiver is blinded by the light of its own transmitter.  Therefore, 
full-duplex communication is not possible. The two devices that communicate simulate 
full duplex communication by quickly turning the link around. While the primary device in 
command of the timing of the link, both sides are required to adhere to specific 
constraints and are persuaded to turn the link around swiftly.    
2.1.2 IrDA Link Access Protocol (IrLAP) 
The data link layer of the IrDA protocol stacks is called Infrared Link Access 
Protocol (IrLAP). IrLAP [14] is based on both the High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) 
and the Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) added with some distinct characteristics 
of the infrared communications. IrLAP provides reliable data transfer via the following 
methods: 
• Retransmission. 
• Low-level flow control. 
• Error detection. 
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Because the data transfer is handled at a lower level, the upper layers are not 
burdened with dealing with the task of reliable data deliverance or lack thereof (the 
upper layers are appraised of any data that is not delivered).  Data delivery might fail if 
the beam path were blocked. Case in point, a person can put a book or a stack of 
magazines in the path of the infrared beam.  So, the IrLAP sends a notification to the 
upper layer for the higher-level layers to take appropriate actions to solve the problem.  
For example, an alarm of the interruption in data transmission could be sent to an 
application of the stack which in turn can alert the user through some type of interface.  
With user’s knowledge of the problem, a solution can be implemented (by removing the 
book or the stack of magazines from the beam path) without losing the connection 
and/or the data transmitted to its designated location.   
 
2.1.2.1 Roles within an IrLAP Connection 
There are two contributors to a Link Access Protocol (LAP) connection whose 
relationship can be construed as one in control of the other (master-slave relationship) 
with each having different responsibilities from the other. The IrDA terms for these are 
Primary station and Secondary station.   
 
Primary Station 
Sends Command frames—initiates connections and transfers. Standard primary items 
include PCs, PDAs, cameras, and anything that needs to print (printers excluded). 
 
Secondary Station 
Sends Response frames—only allowed to respond to contact, not to initiate it. Standard 
secondary devices are printers and other peripherals, and resource restricted items 
(secondary stations are smaller and less complex). 
In any connection one device must play the primary role. While the other device 
is changed to the secondary station, its protocol stack has the option of being either that 
of a secondary or another primary (almost all primaries are able to act as a 
secondary).After beginning, the primary device heads the talking process, with the two 
sides taking turns. Both sides are constricted to a time limit of 500 milliseconds at a time 
to talk to give the other side a chance to talk, even if it responds that it has nothing to 
deliver at this minute. The topic of primary versus secondary becomes obscure at the 
higher protocol layers.  As soon as the two devices are connected, an application on the 
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side of the secondary can commence an operation as effortlessly as an application on 
the primary side.   
 
2.1.2.2 Modes 
IrLAP is developed with two modes of operation in response to if a connection already 
exists or not. 
 
Normal Disconnected Mode (NDM) 
Also referred to as a contention state, NDM is the default state of disconnected devices. 
In this mode a device must observe a set of media access rules. It is paramount that a 
device in NDM mode must verify if other transmissions are happening (also known as 
media busy) before transmitting. The verification is done by simply listening for activity. 
The media will only be considered to be available for transmission if no activity is 
detected for more than the maximum time it takes for a link to turn around or greater 
than 500 milliseconds. A great ease-of-use feature is provided by the NDM 
communications rules. A common glitch with link would be not being able to get both 
sides configured with the same communications parameters, often leading to users 
getting trapped.  This particular problem can be challenging to overcome in embedded 
devices with no user interface for setting or changing communications parameters. 
However, this complicated issue is completely eradicated with IrDA solutions since all 
NMD communications use the following link parameters: ASYNC, 9600 bps, 8 bits, no 
parity. Throughout the linking process, the two sides exchange capability details, and 
change to the best parameters supported by both sides. 
 
Normal Response Mode (NRM) 
NRM is the mode of operation for connected devices. After both sides are 
communicating by using the optimal communication parameters, established during 
NDM, higher stacks are able to then apply normal command and response frames to 
exchange information.   
 
2.1.2.3 IrLAP Frame Types 
There are three frame types used in an IrLAP connection: unnumbered frames (U-
frames), supervisory frames (S-frames), and information frames (I-frames). The frame 
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types are dictated by the contents of the control field. Every single frame has a poll/final 
(P/F) bit in the control field that designates the relocation of transmission control to a 
different station. When the P bit for the primary station is set, signifying that the polling of 
the secondary station specified by the address field, the station is given the authorization 
to transmit. The response of the secondary using the F bit is to restore control to the 
primary at the end of its data window. The following describes the function of each of the 
frame types with their format (See Figure 2.2). 
 
Unnumbered Frames (U-frame) 
This frame is used for link management. Because these frames do not have any 
sequencing numbers, they are known as “unnumbered”or U-frames.  The establishment 
of a link is specified by the control field by providing with command and respond codes. 
Field of their functions are notifying procedural errors that cannot be recovered by 
retransmissions, detecting and initializing secondary devices, etc. In the present model 
the link is assumed to already be established. The link establishment parameters or user 
data are contained within the information field to exchange information outside of an 
established connection.   
Figure 2.2 IrLAP frame format (Adapted from [32]) 
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Information Frames (I-Frame) 
To exchange information in an established connection, the I-frame is employed. In this 
frame, the control field has sequence numbers of ‘send’ and ‘receive’ Ns and Nr. These 
numbers are contained in 3-bit fields and thus can have values 0 to 7, and cycle back to 
zero.  To accommodate the VFIR [22] specification, Ns and Nr are allocated with 7bits, 
the values ranging from 0 to 127, and cycle back to zero using the same method.   The 
‘send’ sequence numbers indexes the frames in a way that an out-of-sequence Ns.  will 
indicate a lost frame. Therefore the ‘receive’ sequence number is used as an indication 
for the number of correctly (i.e. in sequence) received frames. A specified Nr indicates 
that Nr - 1 frames have been successfully received and that Nr is now the next 
anticipated frame.   So, if a received Nr does not match up with its anticipated value, it 
means that a retransmission of frames beginning at Nr needs to be done. 
 
Supervisory Frame (S-frame) 
These frames are used to provide certain control commands and responses to control 
the flow of information during an established link. The S-frames compose of only the 
frame overhead (48 bits) in size as thy do not hold any user data within.  Their primary 
function is to deal with positive and negative acknowledgment of frames when there is 
no user information transmitted by the sender. Like I-frames, they contain the receive 
sequence number Nr to recognize received frames, however they do not the send 
sequence numbers Ns.  A Receive-Ready, RR, command is used to show that the 
sending station is prepared to receive new frames, and it also recognized frames 
specified by Nr. While a Receive Not Ready, RNR, is used to show that the sender 
station is momentarily not able to receive new frames but does still recognized frames. A 
reject, REJ, frame means to be a request for retransmission of frames beginning at Nr 
while a Selective Reject, SREJ, indicates request to retransmit a specific frame indicated 
by Nr.  
 
2.1.2.4 IrLAP Media Access (MAC) Rules 
The maximum turnaround time of a station that can hold onto a transmission is at most 
500 ms. Since this time can supersede every other constraint, it is capable of limiting the 
upper limitation of frames that can be transmitted at a time to less than seven frames.  
The number of frames remaining to be transmitted before the station must stop and pass 
transmission is known as the “window size”.   
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The primary station contains a F-timer that is set off when the primary sends a 
frames containing the P-bit set. The F-timer will expire when a frame with the F-bit has 
not been returned within a particular time limit. This can happen when either the F-bit 
from the secondary is either lost or not returned or the P-bit from the primary is lost. The 
primary will in turn transmit a supervisory RR frame (S-RR) to push for an 
acknowledgement from the secondary. 
The primary also contains a P-timer, set to the maximum turnaround time for the 
station that starts at the launch of its transmission period. When the primary has less 
than the maximum window value or no existing data frames to send, the station will 
pause for the P-timer to expire before sending S-frame to deliver transmission to the 
secondary after any transmission. This is in case further packets subsequently become 
available for transmission within the maximum transmission time of the primary.   
Every time control of a link is passed, a minimum turnaround time delay must be 
executed by each station before moving forward. Such a time delay is put in place at 
startup independently for each and every station and utilized to deal with receiver 
latency. While the most the time delay value can be 10 ms, the value of 1 ms is usually 
the norm. Unfortunately, a large turnaround delay can have consequences for 
throughput at high data rates. 
 
2.1.2.5 IrLAP Operation during Information Exchange 
The primary holds a send sequence variable Vs a receive sequence variable Vr and a 
“window” value which represents the number of frames remaining to be sent before the 
station must stop transmission. If the primary station has data to send, Vs, and Vr are 
copied to the send number Ns and receive number Nr, respectively, of the outgoing 
frame. Thus when the frame is being sent, the value of Vs is increased by one while the 
current window value is decreased by one. The window value of one is an indication of 
the next frame being the last frame in the sequence which triggers the P-bit of the frame 
to be set and the station F-timer to start. And if the primary contains no data for 
transmission, it will send a S-RR frame on the cessation of the P-timer. 
Then when the primary takes in reply I-frames from the secondary, the returned 
value of Ns is assessed against its projected value which should be equivalent to the 
primary Vr value.  And when the send number Ns meets the projected number, then the 
data from the frame is moved on to the upper layer of the protocol stack in addition to 
the value of the primary Vr   is increased. However, if the secondary Ns does not match 
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the projected value, then the frame is disposed of while no changes are made to the 
primary Vr. If the returned frame is an S-frame or the final I-frame containing the F-bit 
set, the then value of Nr is tested against its projected value that ought to be the same 
as the primary Vs value.  Assuming that Nr is as projected, the primary can throw away 
the buffered send packets and carry on sending new frames as was done in the past. 
Wherever Nr   does not match the projected value signifying that the sent packets are 
lost, the primary has to retransmit the buffered packets starting from the indicated Nr   to 
the end of the sent window. 
The secondary station’s operation is the same with the exception of that it does 
not have a F-timer nor a P-timer. Which means that the secondary station will only 
transmit data when instructed to do so by the primary and will send back transmission if 
it does contain any data to be transmitted. Furthermore, the last frame in a window of the 
secondary has a F-bit, not a P-bit. 
2.1.3 IrLMP - Link Management Protocol  
IrLMP [15] is a required IrDA layer, and provides the following functionality: 
• Multiplexing: LMP allows multiple IrLMP clients to run over a single IrLAP link. 
• Information Access Service (IAS). A “yellow pages” describing the services 
available on a device. 
 
2.1.3.1 IrLMP Terminology 
In order to have multiple IrLMP connections on a single IrLAP connection, there must be 
some higher level addressing scheme. The following terminology is used to describe this 
addressing: 
• LSAP (Logical Service Access Point) The point of access to a service or 
application within IrLMP (for example, a printing service). It is referenced with a 
simple one byte number, the LSAP-SEL (described next). 
• LSAP-SEL (LSAP Selector): A one byte number that corresponds to an LSAP. 
Think of this as the address of a service within the LMP multiplexer. This byte is 
broken into ranges—0x00 is the IAS server, 0x01 through 0x6F are legal LMP 
connections, 0x70 are for connectionless services and the rest are reserved for 
future use. 
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Given the limited number of LSAP-SEL values, services are not assigned fixed 
“port addresses” as in TCP/IP. Instead, services have fixed published names, and the 
LMP IAS (yellow pages) is used to look up the LSAP-SEL for a desired service. 
 
2.1.3.2 IrLMP Frame Format 
The IrLMP layer adds the following 2 bytes of information to frames in order to perform 
its basic operations: 
• C: Distinguishes between control and data frames. 
• r: Reserved. 
• DLSAP-SEL: LSAP-SEL (service address) of the destination of the current frame. 
• SLSAP-SEL: LSAP-SEL for the sender of the current frame 
2.1.4 TinyTP - the Tiny Transport Protocol 
TinyTP [16] provides two functions: 
• Flow control on a per-LMP-connection (per-channel) basis. 
• SAR (segmentation and reassembly). 
TinyTP adds one byte of information to each IrLMP packet to perform its task. 
 
2.1.4.1 Tiny TP Flow Control 
Per-channel flow control is currently the most important use of TinyTP. The need of this 
higher layer flow control is briefly illustrated here. A LAP connection is established, and 
two LMP connections are made on top of the LAP connection using the LMP 
multiplexing capability. If one side turns LAP flow control on, the flow of data on the LAP 
connection (which carries all the LMP connections) is completely cut in that direction and 
the other side cannot get the data it wants until LAP flow control is turned off. The work 
of the second side may be seriously disrupted (especially if timers are involved). If flow 
control is applied on a per LMP connection basis using TinyTP (or other mechanisms), 
then one side can stop to digest information without negatively affecting the other side. 
 
2.1.4.2 Segmentation and Reassembly 
The other TinyTP function is called SAR (segmentation and re-assembly). The basic 
idea is that TimyTP breaks large data into pieces (segmentation), and puts it back 
together on the other side (re-assembly). 
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Figure 2.3 TinyTP Connect Packet and Data Packet Format 
The entire piece of data being chopped up and re-constituted is called an SDU, 
or Service Data Unit, and the maximum SDU size is negotiated when the TinyTP/LMP 
connection is first made. 
 
2.1.4.3 TinyTP Frame Format 
The two frame formats used by TinyTP are the connect packet (carried with the IrLMP 
connect packet, hence the limited data length), and the data packet, carried with IrLMP 
data packets (See Figure 2.3). 
2.2 IrDA Higher Layer Protocols  
For the purpose of interconnecting a wide range of devices that support IrDA 
protocols, IrDA has developed higher layer protocols. In this section, I describe three 
IrDA higher layer protocols which are primarily aimed at transferring data files efficiently 
between devices.    
2.2.1 IrDA Object Exchange (IrOBEX) Protocol  
IrOBEX [17], [18], [19] is a session protocol and can best be described as a 
binary HTTP protocol, which operates on top of any reliable transport protocol in 
connection with a simple request and response paradigm. However, OBEX works for 
many very useful devices that support IrDA or Bluetooth communications but cannot 
afford the substantial resources required for an HTTP server, and it also targets devices  
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Figure 2.4 OBEX Protocol Stack 
with different usage models that require connection to the Web. OBEX is just like HTTP 
to serve as a compact final hop to a device. 
A major use of OBEX is as a “Push” or “Pull” application, allowing rapid and 
ubiquitous communications among portable devices in dynamic environments. For 
instance, a laptop user pushes a file to another laptop or PDA; a digital camera pushes 
its pictures into a film development kiosk, or if lost can be queried (pulled) for the 
electronic business card of its owner. However, OBEX is not limited to quick connect-
transfer-disconnect scenarios. It also allows sessions in which transfers take place over 
a period of time, maintaining the connection even when it is idle. 
OBEX follows a client/server request-response (stop and wait) paradigm for the 
conversation format. The terms client and server refer to the originator/receiver of the 
OBEX connection, not necessarily the one who originated the low level IrLAP 
connection. Requests are issued by the client (the party that initiates the OBEX 
connection). Once a request is issued, the client waits for a response from the server 
before issuing another request. The request/response pair is referred to as an operation. 
“PUT” and “GET” are the two types of operations used in OBEX. As the name 
indicates, the “PUT” operation sends one object from the client to the server, while the 
“GET” operation requests that the server return an object to the client. The maximum 
and minimum length for both request and response packets are 512Kbit and 2048bit  
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Figure 2.5 OBEX conversation format 
respectively [17]. Figure 2.4 shows the OBEX and IrDA Protocol Stack, and Figure 2.5 
illustrates the OBEX conversation format in brief. 
2.2.2 IrBurst Protocol 
IrBurst is a higher layer protocol designed over TinyTP, IrLMP, IrLAP and IrPHY 
for high speed exchange of large-scale information. It uses the burst transmission 
capability (maximum window size) of the lower layer protocols of IrDA protocol stacks for 
transmitting large bursts of information [20].  
  Usually extra header information is necessary to recognize any protocol. 
However, in case of IrBurst, no additional overhead is added to the information body for 
transmission. There is a convenient capability on the lower layer protocols to avoid the 
extra overhead. The capability is multiple logical channels by Logical Service Access 
Point (LSAP). Two channels and more are prepared for IrBurst. One channel is used for 
the control. The other channels are occupied for the large-scale information exchanging. 
Therefore, the difference of the protocol can be recognized by the identifier of the logical 
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channel and extra header is not necessary on each packet for the transmission (Figure 
2.6). 
 
2.2.2.1 IrBurst Usage Models  
IrBurst applications are divided into three kinds of usage model. First model is the case 
of local connection between mobile equipment and server. Second model is the case of 
the remote connection between mobile equipment and server through the backbone 
network. Third model is the case of P2P connection between mobile equipments.  
 
2.2.2.2 IrBurst Protocol Stack 
In order to analyze the performance of IrBurst protocol [20], it is necessary to 
understand the underlying layers of the IrDA protocol stacks. The descriptions of basic 
IrDA protocols are already explained in section 2.1 In case of IrBurst, IrPHY and IrLMP 
layer add a constant 8byte overhead but do not influence IrBurst operation in any other 
way. IrBurst is defined two kinds of protocol stack. A type of IrBurst is OBEX™ control 
type (shown in Fig.2.7); the other type is the independent control type (shown in Fig.2.8). 
The OBEX™ control type uses OBEX™ as the carrier of the control messages. 
IrBurst requires the capability of bi-directional message exchanging in real-time. The 
capability is not used in the legacy OBEX™ application.  
Figure 2.6 Overview of IrBurst Protocol. 
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Figure 2.7 OBEXTM control type IrBurst protocol stack. 
Figure 2.8 Independent control type IrBurst protocol stack. 
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2.2.2.3 Requirement to Lower Layer Protocols 
• IrPHY: In order to transmit multimedia contents, it is necessary to improve the 
transmission rate. The IrBurst protocol can be applied FIR [21] and VFIR [22]. 
The transmission rate is close to the physical rate. However, the transmission for 
the multimedia contents is required higher physical rate than VFIR. If UFIR [23] 
will be available, it is desirable to use UFIR for large-scale information 
exchanging.  
• IrLAP: For IrBurst protocol, the requirements of IrLAP is as follows 
- Transmission rate: The transmission rate of 4.0 Mbps or more is selected for 
High-speed Object Transmission. 
- Turnaround time: Since it is the reason of the transmission overhead directly, it 
is desirable that the turnaround time is as small as possible. 
- Window size: It is better that the window size is as large as possible. Therefore, 
seven frames are desirable in the case of FIR and 127 frames are desirable in 
the case of VFIR. If UFIR will be available, maybe some modification is 
necessary. 
• IrLMP: The required conditions to IrLMP for IrBurst protocol are shown below. 
- IAS: LSAP for direct mapping is registered. In direct mapping, a command -
message object is directly exchanged using LSAP registered to IAS. 
- LsapSel: At least, two or more LSAP(s) must be able to be used. It is desirable 
that LSAP can be established dynamically. 
• - TinyTP: The requirements to TinyTP for IrBurst protocol are shown below. 
- Flow control: The flow control on TinyTP is reliable. IrBurst uses this higher 
layer flow control to ensure the end to end data delivery for the applications. The 
entire  data block from upper layer is split into several TinyTP payloads and this 
packetization is done in such a way that all packets must fit within a single IrLAP 
payload.  
- Segmentation and Reassembly: It is not necessary to support Segmentation 
and Reassembly function in the case of IrBurst protocol.  
• OBEX™: The minimum requirements to OBEX™ assumed by this profile are 
shown below. The IR Equipment supports with both OBEX™ and IrBurst must 
support these conditions. 
- The conditions of an initiator: The device used as an initiator is operated as an 
OBEX™ client. 
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- The conditions of a responder: The device used as a responder is operated as 
an OBEX™ server. 
 
2.2.2.4 IrBurst Data Transmission Procedure 
In case of IrBurst protocol two terms-Initiator and Responder are used for the 
communication where the terms Initiator and Responder refer to the originator and 
receiver of the IrBurst connection. Requests are issued by the Initiator (the party that 
initiates the IrBurst connection). Once a request is issued, the Initiator waits for a 
response from the Responder before issuing another request. The request/response pair 
is referred to as an operation. “UPLOAD” and “DOWNLOAD” are the two types of 
operations used in OBEX. As the name indicates, the “UPLOAD” operation sends data 
from the Initiator to the Responder, while the “DOWNLOAD” operation requests that the 
Responder return the data block to the Initiator. 
At first, the initiator starts to control high-speed transmission using the control 
channel. After negotiation, a new data transmission channel is prepared that operates as 
a stream (See Figure 2.6). The information sent is not peer acknowledged at the IrBurst 
layer unlike the OBEX protocol.  
The initiator starts to control the High-speed transmission via IrBurst. Initiator 
uses LSAP preregistered into IAS as a control channel, exchanges the Command 
Message Object with a responder. Initiator orders responder to make and release 
LSAP as a transmission channel, to download or upload the Transmitted Information. 
A responder receives the command message object from an initiator through the control 
channel. The channel is an LSAP beforehand registered into IAS. The responder 
performs processing according to the command message, and returns an answer. 
2.2.3 IrSimple Protocol 
Infrared Simple (IrSimple) [24] is a high-speed infrared communications protocol, 
recently adopted by Infrared Data Association (IrDA), to provide simple and instant 
wireless communications between mobile devices and digital home appliances. This 
simple method of data communications helps shorten time to exchange mobile contents 
as the mobile contents become larger in size to accommodate the needs of high 
resolution picture files, music files (mp3, wma) and video files (avi, wmv, 3gp). IrSimple 
completes the ‘missing link’ from digital cameras, mobile phones and PDAs to color 
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photo printer or a television for faster file transfer without any inherent complication and 
lack of security with other wireless technologies [24]. 
 
2.2.3.1 Overview of IrSimple Protocol  
The standard IrDA protocol requires the primary station to listen the channel for 500ms 
to ensure that there is no other IrDA traffic within range and then broadcasts a message 
to initiate device discovery. Typical IrDA device discovery procedure consumes 
approximately 1060ms. After completing the IrDA device discovery phase, the primary 
can establish a connection by sending a connection request packet (SNRM) to the 
desired secondary station [14, 25].   
    In case of IrSimple data transfer, channel listening and device discovery 
procedures are eliminated to provide a faster method of connection establishment. The 
primary station sends connection request packet (SNRM command) immediately with 
negotiation parameters and user data when Upper layer issues connection request 
primitive. Figure 2.9 illustrates the standard IrDA protocol and IrSimple protocol 
conversation briefly. 
IrSimple protocol stack (See Figure 2.10) is a layered set of protocols particularly 
aimed at simple and instant point-to-point infrared communications and the applications 
needed in that environment. Basic layers of IrDA protocol stack i.e. IrPHY, IrLAP and 
IrLMP add a constant 10 byte overhead but do not influence the IrSimple data 
transmission in any other way. In addition to these, IrLAP for IrSimple Addition [26] and 
IrLMP for IrSimple Addition [27] are specified to provide a faster method for discovery a 
device and establishing an IrLAP connection and a new higher efficiency method of 
exchanging data. This section describes the IrSMP(Infrared Sequence Management 
Protocol) [28] layer and the basic procedures of IrSimple protocol briefly. 
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Figure 2.9 IrSimple and standard IrDA protocol conversation 
 











Figure 2.10 IrSimple protocol stack 
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2.2.3.2 IrDA Sequence Management Protocol (IrSMP)  
IrSMP (Infrared Sequence Management Protocol) [28] is the layer at the IrSimple 
protocol that is between upper layer, OBEX or other protocol layers and lower layer, 
IrLMP. IrSMP provides the following functions: 
• It provides the equivalent function as TinyTP [16] of existing IrDA protocol stack 
and provides similar SAR (Segmentation and Reassembly) services to upper 
layer (OBEX) and lower layer (IrLMP). SAR is the process that defines the 
dividing data from upper layer (OBEX) and puts them to lower layer (IrLMP) and 
uniting data from IrLMP and puts them to OBEX. 
• IrSMP layer adds sequential number at primary station and check sequential 
number at secondary station for error management. By checking sequence 
number at the secondary station, it detects this layer any packets fallen down 
from lower layer, the reasons behind this (e.g. shifted bit synchronization, 
physical layer unrecognized BOF or STA, or etc.). It also performs error 
correction at bi-directional transfer mode. 
 
2.2.3.3 IrSimple Data Transmission Procedure 
Data Transfer Procedure at IrSimple uses Unnumbered Information (UI) packet. 
Because of UI packets, window size is ignored and continuous data transfer within Max 
Turn Around Time (MaxTAT) is enabled. In IrSimple procedure MaxTAT is expand 1 
second. When the time that data transfer is over MaxTAT, transfer turn is moved from 
the primary to the secondary, after then the secondary gives transfer turn immediately.     
The primary sends Unnumbered Information (UI) command setting P/F bit to 1 
when the direction change parameter is true. However, when there is no data request 
from the upper layer of primary device and data transfer time is over MaxTAT, it sends 
RR command for giving transfer turn to the secondary.  
   The  secondary  sends  UI  command  setting P/F  bit to 1 when  the  direction  
change parameter is true. However, when it receives Receiver Ready (RR) command, 
sends RR response giving transfer turn to the primary [28]. 
 
2.2.3.4 Re-transfer Procedure 
During the connection procedure, both primary and secondary station exchanges the 
‘BlockSize’ parameter. ‘BlockSize’ of primary station is the maximum data size that it can 
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resend whereas for secondary station it is the maximum size of data which it can receive 
at once. The value of this parameter for primary station is always set to the lower value 
than that of the received ones. At data transfer procedure, primary station can send data 
with lower value of BlockSize than that of the secondary station by lump sum. The re-
transfer algorithm in data transfer procedure [28] is described below. 
  
• Primary Station 
Primary station determines the start number of sequence number and the last 
number of sequence number by own BlockSize and received BlockSize. Primary 
station increments sequence number and transfer data to the lower layer. When 
primary station transfers the last packet of the block or the last packet of the data to 
lower layer, it sets block last (BL) bit to 1, and when primary station transfer a packet 
except it, primary station sets BL bit to 0. Primary station can set BL bit to 1 at any 
packets,  while  total  size  of  data  in  the  Block  is  equal or  less  than  the  
BlockSize  of secondary station. When primary station transfers the last packet of the 
data to lower layer, primary station sets data last (DL) bit to 1, and when primary 
station transfer a packet except it, primary station sets DL bit to 0. When primary 
station transfers the packet of the data to lower layer, primary station always sets 
response (RS) bit to 1.  
 
• Secondary station 
Secondary station checks the sequence number of the data packet from lower layer, 
and when the lost sequence number is detected, secondary station maintains the 
sequence number for the resending request. When secondary station received the 
packet which BL bit is 1, if there is a packet which secondary station wants primary 
station to resend, sets RS bit to 0, and transfers to lower layer with set the sequence 
number field to the packet number which secondary station wants primary station to 
resend. If  there  is  no  packet  which secondary station wants primary station to 
resend, if received DL bit is 0, sets DL bit to 0,BL bit to 1,RS bit to 1, and transfer to 
lower layer. At this time it puts nothing in the User Data field. If received DL bit is 1, 
secondary station does not send response packet at once.  After receiving upper 
layer’s data request, secondary station sends upper layer’s user data with DL bit is 1, 
BL bit is 1, RS bit is 1, and sequence number is 0.At this time, the sequence number 
is ignored by primary station. When the RS bit of packet from secondary station is 1, 
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if DL bit is 1, pass through user data to upper layer and primary station back to 1 and 
start transfer the next block. If DL bit is 0, primary station back to 1 and start transfer 
the next block. When the RS bit  of  packet  from  secondary  station  is  0, primary  
station  resend  from  the  received sequence number to the end of the block. When 
there is a time-out notice with Status indication from the lower layer at primary 
station, it resends the last sent packet (BL bit is 1). When there is a time-out notice 
with Disconnect indication from the lower layer at both primary and secondary 





















Infrared (IR) link provides a secure and a promising alternative to radio for 
wireless indoor applications, be it for terminals or sensors. However, IR systems also 
suffer from severe noise and disturbances. Since IR systems are subject to large 
dynamic variations of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver, the system suffers from 
unacceptably high error rates or loss of connections [29]. Error control techniques are 
applied in terms of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) or Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
to recover from these errors. The ARQ scheme is widely used in data communication 
systems because it is simple and it provides high system reliability. However, ARQ 
system has one major drawback of its throughput efficiency falling rapidly with channel 
error rate increase. Since in an FEC scheme the throughput efficiency is set by the code 
rate, it is constant regardless of the channel conditions. But, FEC systems also have 
some drawbacks. First, when a received codeword is detected in error, it must be 
decoded, and the decoded message must be delivered to the user regardless of whether 
it is correct or incorrect. Since the probability of a decoding error is much greater than 
the probability of an undetected error, it is hard to achieve high system reliability with 
FEC. Second, in order to obtain high system reliability, a long powerful code must be 
used and a large collection of error patterns must be corrected [30]. This makes 
decoding hard to implement and expensive. For these reasons, ARQ is preferred over 
FEC for error control in data transmissions over IrDA links. 
In this chapter I focus on variant of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) schemes 
to provide reliable communication over the IrDA links. Two ARQ based schemes are 
proposed to enhance the robustness of next generation high speed IrDA links in case of 
erroneous environment. 
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3.2 Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) Schemes 
In an ARQ communication system, a message is first coded with a number of 
parity-check bits based on a high rate error-detecting code; the coded message, called a 
codeword, is then transmitted to the receiving end over a channel. At the receiver, parity 
checking (or syndrome computation) is performed on the received codeword. If the parity 
checking is successful (or the syndrome of the received codeword is zero), the received 
codeword is assumed to be error-free and is delivered to the data sink or temporarily 
stored in a buffer until it is ready to be delivered. At the same time, the receiver notifies 
the transmitter, via a return (or feedback) channel, that the codeword has been 
successfully received. If there is a parity failure (i.e., the syndrome of the received 
codeword is nonzero), errors are detected in the received codeword. Then the 
transmitter is requested, through the return channel, to resend the same codeword. 
Retransmission continues until the codeword is successfully received. With this system, 
erroneous data are delivered to the data sink only if the receiver fails to detect the 
presence of errors. Using a proper error-detecting code, the probability of an undetected 
error can be made very small. The three main ARQ protocols are stop-and-wait (SW), 
go-back-N (GBN) and selective repeat (SR) [31].  
3.2.1 Stop-and-Wait (SW) 
In a stop and-wait ARQ data transmission system, the transmitter sends a data 
block to the receiver and waits for an acknowledgment from the receiver. A positive 
acknowledgment (ACK) from the receiver signals that the data block has been 
successfully received (i.e., no errors being detected), and the transmitter sends the next 
data block. A negative acknowledgment (NAK) from the receiver indicates that the data 
block has been detected in error, and the transmitter resends the data block. 
Retransmissions continue until an ACK is received by the transmitter. The stop-and-wait 
ARQ is simple; however, it is inherently inefficient due to the idle time spent waiting for 
an acknowledgment for each transmitted data block. 
3.2.2 Go-back-N (GBN) 
In a go-back-N ARQ system, data blocks are transmitted continuously. The 
transmitter does not wait for an acknowledgment after sending a data block; as soon as 
it has completed sending one, it begins sending the next data block. The 
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acknowledgment for a data block arrives after a roundtrip delay. The roundtrip delay is 
defined as the time interval between the transmission of a data block and the receipt of 
an acknowledgment for that data block. During this interval, N - 1 other data blocks have 
also been transmitted. When a NAK is received, the transmitter stops sending new data 
blocks. It backs up to the data block that is negatively acknowledged and resends that 
block and N - 1 succeeding blocks. At the receiver, the N - 1 received data blocks 
following an erroneously received data block are discarded regardless of whether or not 
they are error-free. Due to the continuous transmission and retransmission of data 
blocks, the go-back-N ARQ is more effective than the stop-and-wait ARQ. Its throughput 
efficiency depends on the roundtrip delay. It performs effectively on channels where the 
data rate is low and the roundtrip delay is small. However, it becomes inefficient for 
channels with high data rate and large roundtrip delay.  
3.2.3 Selective repeat (SR) 
In an ideal selective-repeat ARQ system, the transmitter only resends those data 
blocks that are detected in errors. As a result, the throughput efficiency is not affected by 
the roundtrip delay. This type of ARQ maintains a high throughput over a wide range of 
bit error rates. However, to achieve this ideal throughput efficiency, extensive buffering is 
required at the receiver because ordinarily data blocks must be delivered to the user in 
correct order. If a finite buffer is used at the receiver, buffer overflow may occur which 
would reduce the throughput of the system. However, if sufficient buffer store is provided 
at the receiver and if the buffer overflow is handled properly, the selective-repeat ARQ 
still significantly outperforms the other two types of ARQ in systems where data 
transmission rate is high and roundtrip delay is large. 
3.3 Proposed Efficient Error Recovery Schemes for IrDA 
Links 
For its inherent simplicity, Infrared Link Access Protocol (IrLAP) [14], [32] uses 
Go-Back-N ARQ scheme as the error control scheme for data transmission over infrared 
links. As discussed in section 3.2.2, this scheme signifies a waste of transmissions 
which results in severe deterioration of throughput performance in the case of high data 
rate transmission.  
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Hence, in this section two efficient ARQ based error recovery schemes suitable 
for half duplex IrDA links are proposed. The schemes vary in the way the receiver 
informs the transmitter about the frames to be retransmitted. The main idea for both 
these schemes is to store any received error free but out of sequence frames at receiver 
buffer thus avoiding the retransmission of these frames like pure selective repeat ARQ 
scheme. After storing the frames, the receiver informs the transmitter about the status of 
its buffer by sending bitmap information.  
In Block Based Window Retransmission (BBWR) scheme, the receiver divides all 
the frames within a window transmission in blocks. If all the frames within a block are 
stored in the receiver buffer, it does not retransmit any frame of that block. However 
even if a single frame within a block is missing because of being received in error and 
hence is discarded, all the frames of the block is retransmitted. The block status 
information is sent from secondary station (receiver) to primary station (sender) using a 
supervisory frame during exchanging the turn.   
In Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) scheme, the frames are not grouped into 
blocks and instead are assigned a corresponding bit position in a bitmap information 
block. The receiver sends this information using an extended supervisory frame during 
exchanging turn from secondary station to primary station. Upon receiving this 
information, the sender retransmits only the frames whose corresponding bit position in 
the bitmap is negatively acknowledged (by setting the value to ‘0’).        
3.3.1 Block Based Window Retransmission (BBWR) scheme 
3.3.1.1 Grouping frames into Blocks 
All frame positions within the receiver buffer are grouped into a number of blocks that is 
negotiated during the connection establishment phase and the blocks form the units of 
acknowledgement and retransmissions. If a block consists of 2x frames, then the 
sequence number of a block contains s-x bits, where s is the number of bits in the 
sequence number of a frame. The ith block contain all frames with sequence numbers in 
the range i*t to (i+1)*t -1 where t is the number of frames in a block. The secondary 
station always sends a supervisory frame after getting the poll bit in the final information 
frame. The modified supervisory frame (Figure 3.1) includes the next expected frame 
number (Nr) and a bit map indicating the status of the blocks in its buffer. Only when a 
block within the next window has all frames stored in the buffer of secondary station for 













Existing frame structure Extended
Figure 3.1 Extended control field format of S-frame 
 
on this information, the primary retransmits or transmits only the expected blocks within 
the next window. 
 
3.3.1.2 Retransmission Strategy of the Proposed Scheme    
In BBWR scheme, the primary station sends Information frames (I- frame) until the 
number of transmitted frames equals to the maximum window size. In the last frame of 
the current window, the primary sets the P bit to poll the secondary and waits for the 
acknowledgement as well as the block status information for a certain period of time. If 
this time expires without any response from the secondary, it sends a Supervisory frame 
(S-frame) to force the secondary to acknowledge by sending the next expected frame 
number (E) and the block status information.        
At the receiving end, when the secondary station receives an I-frame, it extracts the 
frame sequence number and compares with the next expected frame number. If the 
numbers are equal implying that the received frame is in sequence, information data is 
extracted and passed to the upper layer. At the same time, the secondary station 
increases the next expected frame number by one (modulo N where N is the total 
sequence number). It also checks the buffer for the next expected frame whether it is 
already stored there for being out of sequence in the previous transmissions. If it finds 
the frame stored there, information data is extracted and sent to the upper layer to 
release the corresponding buffer position. The next expected frame number E is also 
increased by 1 and the same procedure continues until it can not find the next expected 
frame in the buffer. But, if the received I-frame is not in sequence, the system considers 
two cases. Either one of the previous I-frames in current window transmission was lost 
due to CRC error or the frame was stored in the buffer and is sent to the upper layer 
during the buffer check phase for an earlier expected frame as described earlier.  
For the first case, the system enters into exception state and the frame is stored in the 
corresponding buffer position unless it is already occupied by the same frame during 
earlier window transmissions. E remains unchanged and all the subsequent error free 
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frames within the same window are stored in the similar fashion. During the exception 
state, no information data is passed to the upper layer and this state exists until the 
frame sequence number of a received frame N(S) equals E. For the other case, the 
secondary simply discards the frame. 
When the secondary gets the poll bit in the last frame of the current window, it 
sends a supervisory frame to rotate the turn. The modified supervisory frame (Figure 
3.1) includes the next expected frame number (Nr) and a bit map indicating the status of 
the blocks in its buffer. Only when a block within the next window has all frames stored 
in the buffer of secondary station for being error free but out of sequence, the 
corresponding block is assigned as ‘1’. Based on this information, the primary 
retransmits or transmits only the expected blocks within the next window. Otherwise the 
primary transmits or retransmits all the frames of the current window and performs like 
the existing GBN scheme. 
The operation of my proposed ARQ scheme is briefly explained in Figure 3.2. In 
this case, the primary station selects the first window from frame number 0 to 14 and 
sends them accordingly. The secondary station receives frames error free up to frame 
sequence number 1 and extracts the corresponding information data to send it to the  
Figure 3.2 Proposed ARQ scheme for block size of 2 frames and N=15 frames. 
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upper layer. But it receives frame 2 erroneously and therefore discards it. When it 
receives frame 3 correctly but in an out of sequence manner, it stores the frame in the 
corresponding position of receiver buffer. Similarly it stores frame 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13 and 
14 in the buffer but discards the erroneous frames 6, 8, 9 and 10. The buffer positions 
are already grouped in pre-negotiated blocks during the connection establishment phase 
between primary and secondary stations. With the algorithm explained earlier of this 
section, the status of block 2 (b2) and block 6 (b6) are set to ‘1’ to indicate primary station 
that these frames need not to be retransmitted. Since all the frames of block 0 (b0) are 
sent to upper layer for being received error free and in sequence, the corresponding 
block status b0 is set to ‘0’ to request primary station to send new frames (if available) as 
the corresponding buffer positions are empty. Moreover, block status b1, b3, b4, b5, and 
b7 are also set to ‘0’ as at least one frame of these blocks was received erroneously and 
hence was discarded, indicating primary station to retransmit all these frames. Now, the 
secondary station informs the primary station the next expected frame number (frame 2) 
and the block status information of all blocks which is 00100010. Upon receiving this 
information, the primary sets the next window from frame 2 to frame 0 including new 
frame sequences of 15 and 0. It then only transmits or retransmits the frames whose 
corresponding buffer status is set to ‘0’. In this way, frames with sequence number 2, 3, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14 are retransmitted. Consequently, new frames numbered 15 and 
0 are also transmitted as the corresponding block b7 and b0 equal to ‘0’. However, 
primary station does not send frames whose block status is set to ‘1’ by secondary 
station. In this way, frames 4, 5, 12 and 13 are eliminated from being retransmitted. 
 
3.3.1.3 Performance Analysis 
In this work, the transmission of a large amount of information data from the primary to 
the secondary station is considered. It is assumed that the primary station always has 
information data ready for transmission. Information frame (I-frame) carry data from 
primary to secondary station. The secondary does not transmit information to the 
primary and responds only with Supervisory frame (S-frame). For simplicity, it is 
assumed that secondary station divides the receiver buffer in 8 blocks to indicate the 
bitmap information using 1byte unless otherwise stated. Also primary station always 
receives S-frame sent by secondary station error free. To examine the performance of 
the proposed BBWR scheme and the effect of different link parameters on it, a set of 




























simulator simulates IrLAP station behavior for 100Mbit/s half duplex infrared links using 
BBWR scheme and GBN scheme.  
Figure 3.3 plots throughput efficiency versus BER for the proposed BBWR 
scheme and the existing GBN scheme for 100Mb/s link data rate (C) with minimum turn-
around time (ttat) 0.1ms and frame data length (l) 2KB. It shows that the BBWR ARQ 
scheme with window size (N) 127 frames provides an excellent performance over a wide 
range of bit error rates for 100 Mbit/s links. However, in the case of GBN scheme, the 
employment of large window size 127 results in high throughput (98%) for low BER only 
but renders the link operation very vulnerable to higher BER. But using the proposed 
BBWR scheme with this large window size of 127 frames results in the same throughput 
(98%) as using the GBN scheme with N=127 for low bit error rate and provides 
throughput in usable range for a wide range of bit error rate including high BER.  The 
improvement of the throughput using the BBWR ARQ scheme Compared to the existing 
GBN scheme with N=127 is significant over a wide range of bit error rate (from10-7 to10-
4).  
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Figure 3.4 Throughput efficiency versus BER for ttat=0.1ms, l=2KB and C=100Mbit/s 
 
Figure 3.4 depicts the effect of block size on the performance of the proposed 
BBWR ARQ scheme for 100Mb/s link data rate (C) with varying bitmap information, 
minimum turn-around time (ttat) 0.1ms, window size (N) 127 frames and IrLAP frame 
length (l) 2KB. If the block size decreases, robustness to the high BERs increases as it 
reduces more the retransmission of error free but out sequence frames. For the 
proposed scheme, block size of 2 frames provides the best performance both in terms of 
throughput efficiency and robustness to BER increase as it provides high throughput 
(almost 93%) even at high BER (10-6). This throughput reduces to 80% for block size of 
16 frames at the same bit error rate (10-6). However, for small block size, secondary 
station requires more bits to form the bitmap information which may make S-frame large 
enough to get affected by erroneous channel condition.    
The effect of window size on the throughput efficiency of proposed BBWR 
scheme for 100 Mbit/s link with ttat=0.1ms and l=2KB is shown in Figure 3.5.  






























Figure 3.5 Throughput efficiency versus BER for BBWR ARQ scheme with ttat=0.1ms, 
l=2KB and C=100Mbit/s. 
 
Excellent throughput efficiency at low BERs can be achieved for window size 
N=127 frames but the throughput is very much vulnerable to the high BER. The figure 
also depicts that window size N=31 frames can achieve almost the same throughput at 
low BERs and the performance degradation due to high BER is considerably less. So, 
for My proposed scheme, I consider the window size as 31 as it provides an excellent 
performance over a wide range of bit error rate compared to the throughput using other 
window sizes. Another advantage of this lower window size is that it needs less 
sequence number, only 31 to be sufficient for maximum sequence number. As a result, 
the buffer size both at the primary and the secondary station decreases. Henceforth I 
only consider the window size N=31 frames to analyze the performance my proposed 
scheme. 
Figure 3.6 shows throughput efficiency of BBWR scheme over 100Mbit/s links 
using N=31 for different minimum turnaround time (ttat) varying from 1.0ms to 0.001ms. 
The figure shows that turn around time ttat has significant effect on the throughput 





























Figure 3.6 Throughput efficiency versus BER for BBWR with N=31 frames, l=2KB and 
C=100Mbit/s. 
 
There is an immense improvement in throughput efficiency for decrease in ttat 
from 1.0ms to 0.1ms. More than 30% increase in throughput efficiency is achieved at low 
BERs. Though the improvement is not at the same ratio for further decrease in ttat from 
0.1ms to 0.01ms, the throughput efficiency is achieved over 99% due to this decrement 
at BER= 10-8. The figure also reveals that the throughput performance is almost the 
same if ttat is decreased from 0.01ms to 0.001ms. Based on this, I deduce that reducing 
ttat from 0.01ms to 0.001ms does not improve throughput significantly and is 
unnecessary. 
Finally, Fig. 3.7 compares the throughput performance of BBWR at N=31 frames 
with GBN at N=127 frames and at N=7 frames. For this comparison I have considered 
the minimum turn around time (ttat) to be 0.1ms and frame data length (l) to be 2 KB. 
Although the existing GBN scheme shows good throughput performance using N=127 
frames for low bit error rate, it is very much vulnerable to high BERs. On the other hand, 
it shows less vulnerability to high BER when it operates at N=7 frames but the 
throughput efficiency remains 10% to 15% lower for low BERs (approximately 10-9 to 10-
7). However in the case of Block Based Window Retransmission ARQ scheme operating 
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Figure 3.7 Performance comparison of BBWR with N=31 frames, ttat=0.1ms and l=2KB. 
with N=31 frames can achieve some great extent of performance in terms of throughput  
and robustness to vulnerability. For low BER (approximately 10-9), it achieves throughput 
efficiency at the satisfactory level of 96% which is only 0.02% less than the throughput 
efficiency of GBN with N=127 at same BER. Moreover the throughput efficiency of 
BBWR remains in the usable range of over 80% for a wide range of BER including high 
BER (approximately 10-9 to 10-6). At higher BERs (10-6 to 10-4), it provides almost the 
same robustness as using GBN scheme with N=7. 
3.3.2 Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) Error Recovery Scheme 
3.3.2.1 Retransmission strategy 
The new ARQ scheme differs from the previous ARQ scheme (section 3.3.1) in the way 
of transferring its bit map information and retransmission strategy. Instead of dividing all 
the frames into groups to form units of acknowledgement and retransmissions, all 
frames are acknowledged individually. In this scheme, all error free but out of sequence 
frames received at the secondary station (receiver) are stored in the corresponding 
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Figure 3.8 Proposed Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) ARQ scheme. 
updated accordingly. By default all the corresponding bits are set to ‘0’. When a frame is 
stored in the buffer, the corresponding bit of the bitmap information is set to ‘1’. After 
receiving the last Information frame which has the poll bit set as 1, the secondary station 
(receiver) sends the next expected frame number as well as the bitmap information 
using a modified supervisory frame. Upon receiving this information, the primary station 
decodes the bitmap information and adjusts its next window of frames that starts with the 
next expected frame of secondary station. If any frame within the next window is already 
stored in receiver buffer, which is indicated by the bit map information, is ignored by the 
primary station to be retransmitted. As a result, fewer frames are retransmitted in case of 
error recovery which significantly improves the system throughput efficiency. 
The operation of the proposed ISR ARQ scheme is briefly explained in Figure 
3.8. Suppose the window size is 7. Now, the primary station selects the first window from 
frame number 0 to 6 and sends them accordingly. The secondary station receives 
frames 0 and 1 error free, and extracts the corresponding information data to send it to 
the upper layer. But frame 2 is received erroneously and therefore is discarded. Next it 
receives frame 3 correctly but in out of sequence manner, it stores the frame in the 
corresponding position of receiver buffer. Similarly it stores frame 5 and 6 in the buffer 
but discards the erroneous frame 4. Now the corresponding bit of frames 3, 5 and 6 are 
set to ‘1’ to inform primary station that these frames need not be retransmitted. Now, the 
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secondary station informs the primary station the next expected frame number (frame 2) 
and the bitmap information of all frames which is 00010110. Upon receiving this 
information, the primary sets the next window from frame 2 to frame 0 including new 
frames 7 and 0. It then only transmits or retransmits the frames whose corresponding 
buffer status is set to ‘0’. In this way, frames with sequence number 2 and 4 are 
retransmitted. Consequently, new frames numbered 7 and 0 are also transmitted as the 
corresponding bit of bitmap information equal to ‘0’. However, primary station does not 
resend frames 3, 5 and 6.            
 
3.3.2.2 Experiment setup 
An experiment environment is set up to investigate the performance of the proposed ISR 
ARQ scheme for high-speed (100Mb/s) IrDA links. Two Stanley UFIR(100Mb/s) [23]  
demonstration boards act as the primary and secondary stations. Figure 3.9 shows the 
UFIR demonstration board. A 32bit soft-core processor, UFIR controller, packet buffers 
and so on are implemented into one FPGA device to operate as an UFIR demo board. 
The board has 44MHz system clock.  The transmitter buffer size is 28kB and the 
receiver buffer size is 14kB.  A frame tester for IrDA physical layer is placed on the top of 
the transmitting station to act as a noise generator. The tester connected with a 
Figure 3.9 UFIR Demo boards 
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computer generates 1Byte data packet at 115.2kbps baud rate. The interval time for next 
packet generation can be controlled using a computer. If it generates the packet during 
data transmission between the stations, it effectively corrupts the transmitted frames. As 
the result, the frame needs to be retransmitted.  The receiving station is connected with 
a logic analyzer to measure the operational time of every single code. As a result, the 
total time required to execute the logic of the proposed ISR scheme can be directly 
measured. Figure 3.10 shows the experiment setup.   
 
3.3.2.3 Simulation model 
To examine the performance of the proposed ISR ARQ scheme and the effect of 
different link parameters on it, a simulation model is developed using OMNeT++ [34]. 
The simulator simulates IrLAP station behavior for high speed half duplex infrared links 
using ISR scheme and GBN scheme.  
 
3.3.2.4 Model validation 
In order to validate the simulation model, experiment results are compared with that 
obtained from the simulation. Figure 3.11 plots throughput efficiency versus noise 
interval time for GBN and proposed ISR ARQ scheme at UFIR (100Mbps) links. It shows 
that simulation results almost coincide with the experiment results for both the ARQ 
schemes. 




























3.3.2.5 Performance Evaluation  
The effect of increasing frame length (L) in throughput efficiency for a 1Gbps link with 
GBN ARQ scheme at ttat=0.001ms and N=127 frames is shown in Figure 3.12. It shows 
that frame length increase results in 15% throughput increase for low BER but renders 
the link very vulnerable to BER increase. 
Figure 3.13 compares the throughput efficiency of the existing GBN and 
proposed ISR ARQ scheme for link data rate (C) 1Gbps with minimum turn-around time 
(ttat) 0.001ms, and data length (l) 32KB. It shows that the throughput is significantly 
increased for a range of BER values (from10-9 to10-6) including high BER if the proposed 
ARQ scheme is employed. For low BER it provides 5% throughput efficiency increase as 
that using the GBN ARQ scheme. However, if the BER increases it provides a significant 
improvement in the throughput compared to the GBN scheme. 
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Figure 3.12 Throughput efficiency versus BER for GBN ARQ scheme with C = 1Gbps, ttat 
= 0.001ms, N = 127 frames. 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
Two efficient error recovery schemes are proposed to enhance the robustness of 
IrDA links in case of erroneous environment. In many indoor environments, there exists 
intense noise, arising from sunlight, incandescent lighting and fluorescent lighting. With 
the increase of data transfer rates beyond 100Mbit/s over the half duplex infrared links, a 
robust automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme is therefore necessary to cope with this 
erroneous environment. For its inherent simplicity, Go-Back-N ARQ scheme is deployed 
for data transmission over IrDA links. However at high data rate, this ARQ scheme 
requires some lower layer parameters, such as window size and frame size, be adapted 
to the corresponding optimum values for the correspondent Bit Error Rate (BER). But 
adaptive approaches always add a significant amount of complexity to the system. 
Hence, in this work, I present two error recovery schemes named as Block Based 
Window Retransmission (BBWR) ARQ scheme and Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) 
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Figure 3.13 Throughput efficiency versus BER for GBN scheme and ISR ARQ scheme 
with C = 1Gbps, ttat = 0.001ms, N = 127 frames. 
 
without adapting parameters to the optimum values. BBWR scheme is more suitable for 
large window size while ISR scheme is preferable for system with large frame length 
thereby keeping the window size small. Simulations results for BBWR scheme are 
presented which show that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the existing 
GBN ARQ scheme and provides almost 50% improvement in throughput efficiency at 
high BER. Experimental results for ISR scheme are presented as the proof of concept. 
Furthermore a simulation model is designed and verified by comparing the experimental 
results for ISR scheme. The proposed ISR scheme is then examined by simulation for 














In this chapter, I undertake a detailed study of the performance of IrBurst protocol 
[20] operating on top of the IrDA protocol stack. The IrBurst issue has been examined in 
[35], [36] but the result presented in the analysis is not sufficient for the details and 
complete performance analysis of IrBurst. Also the performance improvement of IrBurst 
protocol compared to existing IrOBEX protocol [17] is not presented in any of the works. 
It is therefore of interest to develop a systematic and comprehensive analysis of IrBurst 
protocol for large data block exchange over high speed IrDA links and to compare the 
performance with existing protocol. Furthermore, only a few works have been done to 
investigate the IrDA protocol performance for the future high speed IrDA links (100Mb/s). 
In [37], the authors have examined the IrDA protocol performance at 100Mb/s and 
concluded that to maximize throughput at this high-speed, parameters such as window 
size and frame length values, should be adapted to the corresponding optimum values 
for the bit error rate (BER). However, this adaptive approach adds a significant amount 
of complexity to the resource-limited mobile devices. By considering the lower layers in 
presence of errors and the complexity associated with adaptation, in this chapter, I 
investigate the IrBurst protocol behavior in detail and derive a comprehensive and more 
realistic model for IrBurst as well as investigate more effective ARQ schemes rather than 
optimization of parameters to maximize IrBurst throughput at high data rate [38], [39].  
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In section 4.2, a mathematical 
model is derived for IrBurst which allows derivation of throughput taking into account the 
lower IrDA protocol stack. The section also includes the validation of mathematical 
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model by comparing the results obtained by equation with results derived from 
simulation and the performance comparison of IrBurst with existing OBEX protocol 
performance for various data rates at different bit error rates. A detailed study of the 
effect of processor speed on IrBurst performance and the effect of physical and link layer 
parameters on the IrBurst throughput efficiency for high-speed IrDA links, especially in 
presence of transmission errors, is also presented in the same section. In an effort to 
improve the performance of IrBurst when large window size or large frame length is 
used, the ARQ schemes proposed in the previous chapter are investigated in section 
4.3. Simulation result presented in this section agrees on the effectiveness of the 
proposed ARQ schemes for improving IrBurst throughput efficiency in case of erroneous 
environment. Finally section 4.4 presents the conclusions. 
4.2 Mathematical Modeling and Performance Evaluation  
In order to calculate IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) over IrDA protocol stacks, 
a mathematical analysis is carried out. In this model, I calculate IrBurst throughput 
efficiency by calculating total number of bits required to exchange for transmitting the 
data block of a given size. IrBurst throughput efficiency is derived both in error free 
transmission and in presence of transmission errors. Variables used in the mathematical 
analysis are defined in Table 4.1. To simplify the analysis, I make the following 
assumptions: 
• The data blocks are sent in the IrBurst “UPLOAD” operation mode. However, the 
derived model can also be modified in a straightforward manner for 
“DOWNLOAD” operation mode.  
• Ony one IrBurst application is active in the sender.  
• IrBurst is considered only in connected data transmission mode i.e., no control 
message is sent during data transmission.  
4.2.1 Protocol Mapping of IrBurst and OBEX  
In case of sending data using IrBurst [20], the whole data block is sent down to the 
TinyTP [16] layer as data stream. IrBurst layer does not add any extra overhead to the 
data. TinyTP layer is the layer that splits the entire data block into several TinyTP 
payloads and this packetization is done in such a way that all packets must fit within a 
single IrLAP [14] payload. After adding its fixed overhead of 1byte, TinyTP sends the 
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Table 4.1 Mathematical Model Variables for IrBurst protocol 
   Symb. Parameter Description Unit 
C Link data rate bit/s 
p  Frame error probability  
pb Link bit error rate (BER)  
L Data block size bit 
N IrLAP window size frames 
l Payload size of IrLAP frame(Frame length ) bit 
lPHY Physical layer overhead 48bit 
lLAP S-frame size/ I-frame (IrLAP) header 24bit 
lLMP IrLMP layer header 16bit 
lTTP TinyTP layer header 8bit  
lt Payload size of TinyTP packet bit 
ttat IrLAP minimum turnaround time sec 
btat Equivalent bits of IrLAP turnaround time: tattC ×  bit 
lOBEX1 Overhead of first OBEX packet  bit 
lOBEXn Overhead of all subsequent OBEX packets 48bit 
PREQ OBEX request packet size bit 
PRES OBEX response packet size bit 
TTA OBEX turnaround time sec 
bTA Equivalent bits of OBEX turnaround time: TATC ×  bit 
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data packet down to the IrLMP [15] layer. In case of IrBurst, IrLMP adds a constant 
3byte overhead but do not influence IrBurst operation in any other way.  A fixed 
overhead of 9bytes is added to the data packet when it is passing through the IrLAP 
layer and IrPHY [13] layer. Since each packet fits within a single IrLAP frame, the data 
packet is fitted into the IrLAP information frame (I-frame) and the primary station sends a 
window of I-frames, polls the receiver (secondary station) by setting the Poll/Final (P/F) 
bit in the last frame of the window and solicit a response. 
Because point-to-point infrared communication is inherently half-duplex, the 
secondary station cannot send the acknowledgement of the received frame immediately 
rather it waits for the completion of current window transmission. If the frame with P bit 
set is received and as the present case assumes only the “UPLOAD” operation mode, it 
awaits a minimum turn- around time (ttat) to allow for the hardware recovery latency and 
transmits the acknowledgement of received frame using supervisory frame (S-frame) 
with the Poll/Final (P/F) bit set to pass the transmission control to the primary station. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the protocol mapping of a large data block in IrBurst down to the 
link layer of the stacks (IrLAP). 
 
4.2.1.1 IrBurst Throughput Efficiency in Error free Transmission 
 After transmitting one full window of frames, primary station turns to receiving mode 
while secondary station turns to transmitting mode for acknowledging the received 
frames. Before the secondary switches its mode, it must wait for a minimum turnaround 
time (ttat) period in order to allow the receiver of primary station to get ready. During this 
minimum turnaround time, the secondary station processes the TinyTP packet extracted 
from last IrLAP frame to get TinyTP feedback about the available TinyTP buffer size. For 
simplicity, I assume that the processing time to get this TinyTP feedback at IrLAP layer 
of secondary station is always less than ttat throughout this article unless otherwise 
stated. 
After the time span of ttat expires, secondary station transmits the supervisory 
frame (S-frame) and then again switches to receiving mode to allow the primary station 
sending the remaining frames. However, the primary also waits a minimum turnaround 
time (ttat) span in order to allow the receiver of secondary to get ready. Finally, it starts to 
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Figure 4.1 Mapping IrBurst, TinyTP, IrLMP to IrLAP frames 
 
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, all TinyTP packets must fit within a single IrLAP 
payload, therefore the payload of each TinyTP packet (lt) is:  
                    LMPTTPt llll −−=                                       (4.1) 
I consider fixed overheads of 2 bytes and 1 byte for IrLMP and TinyTP respectively.  
Total TinyTP packets required for data block of size L is: 







                                                
   (4.2) 
Since each packet fits within a single frame and each window has N frames, I divide n by 
N to yield the total number of windows (W) required to transmit the block. Because IrLAP 
turnarounds are dependent upon windows, therefore I multiply by btat and finally by 2 to 
consider the total overhead due to turnaround time in terms of bit. 
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 (4.3)
   
To include the overhead due to lower layer, I add the overhead of each layer and 
multiply it by the total number of packets to yield total overhead for lower layer. 
                  ( ) nllllH PHYLAPLMPTTP ∗+++=                  (4.4) 
The secondary station sends Supervisory frame (S-frame) [14] of size lLAP + lPHY to give 
the acknowledgement (ACK). Therefore the total overhead due to acknowledgement 
(ACK) considering all the windows is:   







                          
(4.5)
 
As illustrated in the figure, for transmitting the content of size L, in addition to this content 
extra bits are also exchanged which accounts for the overhead of lower layer, 
acknowledgement and turnaround time effect. By adding up all the overheads and 
content size, the total number of bits required to transmit the block is:  
                  LOHOB ACKtat +++=                                (4.6) 
The throughput efficiency (TE), which is defined as the ratio of data block size (in bits) to 
total number of bits required to transmit that block, is therefore given by: 
                      B
LTE =




4.2.1.2 IrBurst Throughput Efficiency in presence of transmission errors 
In case of error, the number of bits required to transmit the same data content is 
increased due to retransmission of erroneous frame and all the subsequent frames in 
the window.  
For frame error probability p and window size N, the average number of frames 
correctly transmitted in one full window, Ncorr is given by [32]: 
                         










                           
( ) PHYLAPb lllpp ++−−= 11                   (4.9)   
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Now the total number of windows required to transmit the same data content is also 
increased due to error. In this case, the total number of windows is: 




              
(4.10) 
 
Therefore, the overhead due to turnaround time in presence of error is given by: 
                  ⎡ ⎤errtattaterr WbO ∗∗= 2                      (4.11) 
The total overhead due to ACK in case of error is: 
                 ( ) ⎡ ⎤errPHYLAPACKerr WllO ∗+=                   (4.12) 
Since the erroneous frame and the subsequent frames of the window are 
retransmitted in case of error, I subtract total number of windows to transmit the block 
without any error W (n/N) from Werr to yield the extra windows which are retransmitted 
for error and multiply by N (window size) to find out the total number of retransmitted 
frames. Finally I multiply this with frame size (l + lLAP + lPHY) to yield the total number of 
bits which are retransmitted for error: 






















                 
 (4.13) 
    Furthermore, if the last frame of the window is not correctly received, the P bit is 
also lost and the receiver does not respond as it is unaware of link reversion. The 
primary waits for an F-timer expiration and sends S-frame forcing the receiver to 
respond. Assuming S-frames are always received correctly, the P bit loss incorporates 
an additional frame of size lLAP + lPHY transmission, the associated turnaround time and 
the delay due to F-timer. As I considered only UPLOAD mode, the delay due to F-timer 
is assumed ((l+ lLAP + lPHY) +2btat). Finally, since the frame error probability is p, I multiply 
this by p and therefore the total number of bits required to transmit in case of P bit lost 
for all windows is: 
                ⎡ ⎤ ( )( )tatPHYLAPerrPlost bllpWb ++∗∗=        (4.14) 
                          ⎡ ⎤ ( )( )tatLAPPHYerr blllpW 2+++∗∗+  
Summing (4.4), (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) and data block size (L) yields the total 
number of bits required to transmit the same block in presence of transmission errors: 
               LbbOOHB PlostRACKerrtaterrerr +++++=            (4.15) 
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  The resulting equation for IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) in presence of errors is 
therefore given by: 
                                      errB
LTE =




4.2.1.3 IrBurst Throughput Efficiency considering processor speed  
In order to investigate the effect of processing speed on IrBurst throughput efficiency in 
presence of transmission errors in details, I calculate IrBurst throughput efficiency 
considering processor speed in this section. I mainly focus on the processing time 
associated with higher layer (TinyTP layer) rather than processing time at lower layer 
(IrLAP layer) as in case of IrBurst protocol flow control is performed by TinyTP layer.  
For this, the processing time of last TinyTP packet which is stripped of last IrLAP frame 
received at secondary station and the processing time of TinyTP acknowledgement 
packet sent to IrLAP layer indicating TinyTP buffer size are calculated first.    
If the processor speed is defined as Pspeed kHz which is a bp bit (16 bit) processor and 
assuming each bp bit takes Pcycle CPU cycles (2 cycles) in average, I can calculate the 
processing time of last TinyTP packet (Tttp) as follows: 






                                                         
 (4.17) 
 
Upon processing this packet, TinyTP layer will send TinyTP acknowledgement to IrLAP 
layer to provide the information of TinyTP buffer size available at secondary station and 
IrLAP will incorporate this information with its supervisory frame. Time required to 
process this TinyTP acknowledgement packet (Tttpack) is: 






                                                   
 (4.18) 
If ttat> Tttp+Tttpack holds true, the secondary waits exactly ttat time before sending the 
supervisory frame. Otherwise, it has to wait Tttp+Tttpack time and sends the supervisory 
frame upon receiving the feedback from TinyTP layer. In this case, the overhead due to 
processing delay (bdelay) in terms of bits is as follows:      
  CTTb ttpackttpdelay *)( +=                                          (4.19) 
Since primary station also needs to wait ttat time upon receiving supervisory frame from 
secondary, I add this bdelay with btat and finally multiply with Werr that is defined in (4.10), 
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to calculate the total overhead due to turnaround for all windows in presence of 
transmission errors (Odelay). 
   ⎡ ⎤errtatdelaydelay WbbO *)( +=                                                  (4.20)   
By adding up all the overheads from (4.4), (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), (4.20) and content size 
(L), the total number of bits required to transmit the block in presence of transmission 
errors considering processing times (Bps) is: 
LbbOOHB PlostRACKerrdelayps +++++=               (4.21) 
Therefore IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) considering processor speed and 
transmission errors is: 
         psB
LTE =




4.2.1.4 OBEX Throughput efficiency for error free transmission 
For deriving mathematical model of OBEX [17] throughput efficiency, I consider the 
OBEX ‘PUT’ operation mode. Figure 4.2 illustrates the way in which OBEX packetizes a 
large object of same size (L) for transmission and the protocol mapping of this packet 
down to the link layer of the stacks based on [40]. The first packet typically contains 
some extra information (lOBEX1 - lOBEXn) of the object (such as name, length, etc.) but all 
the subsequent packets contains fixed header of length lOBEXn only.  
  The total number of OBEX packets for an object of size L is given by: 














                           
 (4.23)
 
Since TinyTP and IrLMP add their overhead to each OBEX packet when it 
passes down to the link layer and payload of each IrLAP frame is l, therefore the total 
IrLAP frames required for each OBEX packet is: 
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Figure 4.2 OBEX packetization and protocol mapping 
  
Because each window has N frames, the number of windows required to transmit each 
OBEX packet is:              







                                     
  (4.25)
 
The OBEX standard requires that each request (REQ) packet must be 
acknowledged by a response (RES) packet. Because of the half duplex nature of IrDA, 
subsequent request packets cannot be transmitted until the corresponding response is 
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received. Therefore, to transmit the object in REQ packets, both the overhead 
associated with request packet and response packet are considered. 
   Each request/response pair generates two OBEX turnarounds. Considering this higher 
layer turnaround effect associated with all the REQ packets, I multiply bTA with n1. To 
this I add the total overhead due to IrLAP turnaround time (2*n1*w1*btat), total overhead 
for all layers associated with all OBEX request (REQ) packets 
(n1*(n2*(lPHY+lLAP)+lLMP+lTTP+lOBEXn)) and overhead due to ACK (n1*w1*( lLAP+ lPHY)). I also 
include the extra information related to the object in the first packet. This yields the total 
overhead associated with all the request (REQ) packets (HREQ) for transmitting the 
object. 
( ) ( ) ( )( )














     
(4.26)
           
 
 Similarly, the total overhead associated with all the response (RES) packets (HRES) to 
transmit the object considering no OBEX turnaround time associated with the last 
response packet is: 
 









     
(4.27) 
              
 By adding up all these overheads and the size of the object, the total number of bits 
required to transmit the object of size L is given by: 
         LHHB RESREQOBEX ++=                                                             (4.28) 
Therefore OBEX throughput efficiency (TE) is: 
                               OBEXB
LTE =




4.2.1.5 OBEX Throughput Efficiency in presence of transmission errors 
Since in case of error, the number of bits required to transmit the same data content is 
increased due to retransmission of erroneous frame and all the subsequent frames in 
the window, the number of windows required to transmit each OBEX packet is also 
increased. Now using (equation 4.8), the total number of windows required to transmit 
each OBEX packet in case of error is: 
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(4.30)
 
The total overhead associated with all request packets for transmitting the same 
object is also increased due to error.  Therefore, using (eq. 4.26), the total overhead 
associated with all Request packets in presence of transmission errors (HREQerr) is: 
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   (4.31) 
The RES packets are small enough to be assumed error free. Therefore, the total 
overhead associated with all the response (RES) packets (HRESerr) to transmit the object 
in case of error is same as that in error free transmission (HRES). 
                   RESRESerr HH =                                                        (4.32) 
 By adding up all these overheads and the size of the object, the total number of bits 
required to transmit the object of size L is given by: 
       LHHB RESerrREQerrOBEXerr ++=                             (4.33) 
Therefore OBEX throughput efficiency (TE) in presence of transmission errors is: 
                               OBEXerrB
LTE =
                                     
(4.34) 
 
4.2.2 Performance Evaluation and Results  
 I have developed a simulation model for IrBurst over IrDA protocol stacks using 
OPNETTM simulation package [33]. In my model, all the IrDA protocol details are 
implemented according to the IrDA specifications. I used point to point connection 
between primary and secondary station. Bit errors are typically the only source of 
transmission failure on this point-to-point link. All simulations are run for 1000 seconds of 
simulated time and the first 10% of the data is discarded. The performance 
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Figure 4.3 Throughput efficiency: analysis versus simulation 
 
4.2.2.1 Model Validation  
In order to validate the mathematical model of IrBurst, simulation results are compared 
with that obtained from the equation. Figure 4.3 plots throughput efficiency versus bit 
error rate (BER) for different window size (N) values with ttat=1.0ms, l=2KB and 
L=100MB at two different data rates of 100Mb/s and 16Mb/s. The figure shows that 
analytical results practically coincide with the simulation results for both the data rates. 
All simulation results in the plot are obtained with a confidence interval of 98%. In my 
thesis, only the validation of IrBurst model with transmission error (equation 4.16) is 
presented. 
 
4.2.2.2 IrBurst –OBEX Performance Comparison 
In this section, I apply my model to compare the performance of IrBurst with OBEX for 
high-speed exchange of a large data block at various data rates and various bit error 
rates (BERs). For this experiment, the data content size (L) is 100MB, the IrLAP frame 
length (l) is 2KB and the OBEX turnaround time (TTA) is 1.0ms. 
 
4.2.2.2.1Performance Comparison of IrBurst and OBEX for Various Data Rates 
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Using equations (4.7) and (4.29) in Figure 4.4, IrBurst and OBEX throughput efficiency 
(TE) are examined over a range of data rates with window size of 127 frames and for 
three different minimum turn around time of 0.1ms, 1ms and 10ms. The figure shows 
that while a longer minimum turnaround time always degrades throughput efficiency both 
for IrBurst and OBEX; the effect is more pronounced at higher data transfer rates. At low 
data rate and very low turnaround time, IrBurst and OBEX have almost the same 
throughput efficiency. However, as the data rate increases or minimum turn around time 
increases, the improvement in throughput efficiency (TE) for IrBurst over OBEX also 
increases.  
For large value of turnaround time (ttat=10ms), IrBurst provides 10% more TE compared 
to OBEX for FIR (C=4Mbps) [21] link while it has 50% more TE than OBEX for UFIR 
(C=100Mbps) link [23]. Even for a very low turnaround time of 0.1ms, IrBurst has almost 
30% improvement in throughput efficiency compared to OBEX at C=100Mbps. The 
figure also shows that, IrBurst with low turnaround time (ttat=0.1ms) provides excellent 
throughput efficiency over a range of data rates including high data rate (C=100Mbps). 
 Therefore, IrBurst protocol significantly outperforms existing OBEX protocol for 
exchange of large data blocks especially at high data rates. 
Figure 4.4 Performance comparison of IrBurst and OBEX for various data rates. 
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Figure 4.5 Performance comparison of IrBurst and OBEX for various bit error rates at 
C=100Mb/s. 
4.2.2.2.2 Performance Comparison of IrBurst and OBEX for a range of BERs 
Figure 4.5 compares IrBurst and OBEX throughput efficiency (TE) over a range of bit 
error rates (BERs) at C=100Mbps with minimum turn around time of 0.1ms and two 
different window sizes of 7 and 127 frames using equations (4.16) and (4.34). The figure 
shows that IrBurst has significant improvement (almost 30%) in throughput efficiency 
(TE) over OBEX for window size (N) of 127 at ttat=0.1ms over a range of bit error rates 
(10-9 to 10-6). For window size (N) of 7 frames, the improvement is nearly 22% over a 
wide range of bit error rates (10-9 to 10-5).  However, as the bit error rate (BER) 
increases, a much different behavior is observed. At high BER (10-6), IrBurst 
performance falls at the same level of OBEX for window size of 127 whereas for N=7 
IrBurst performs better until BER of 10-5. For further increase in BERs, IrBurst 
performance decreases significantly while OBEX has better robustness to high BERs.  
The same comparison of throughput efficiency (TE) between IrBurst and OBEX 
considering erroneous data transmission for VFIR (C=16Mb/s) [22] link is depicted in 
Figure 4.6 The figure shows that IrBurst has small improvement in throughput efficiency 
(7%) over OBEX at C=16Mb/s links with a low turnaround time of 0.1ms for both window 
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size 7 and 127. This figure confirms that OBEX has significant robustness to high BERs 
for 16Mb/s links also. 
Therefore, the performance comparison of IrBurst and OBEX for various BERs 
also confirms that IrBurst protocol significantly outperforms existing OBEX protocol for 
exchange of large data blocks especially at high data rates and its throughput efficiency 
always benefits by a large window size (N=127). However, the OBEX protocol provides 
high robustness to the BER increase compared to the IrBurst protocol. This is due to the 
use of Stop and Wait error control scheme at OBEX layer in addition to the lower layer 
error recovery scheme. 
 
4.2.2.3 Performance Evaluation of IrBurst in Presence of Transmission 
Errors 
In this section I apply my model using (4.16) to a number of scenarios in order to 
characterize the performance of IrBurst and to examine the effect of the link layer 
parameters, such as window size and frame length, and physical layer parameters, such 
as minimum turnaround time, on system throughput for high-speed IrDA links in the  
Figure 4.6 Performance comparison of IrBurst and OBEX for various bit error rates at 
C=16Mb/s. 
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presence of transmission errors. 
4.2.2.3.1 Analysis of IrBurst Throughput Efficiency in Presence of transmission 
Errors 
Figure 4.7 plots throughput efficiency versus BER for C=100Mb/s, l= 2KB, L= 100MB 
and different values of ttat and N. At ttat=0.01ms, IrBurst has 99.16% efficiency with 
N=127 but remains very vulnerable to high bit error rates and the efficiency degrades to 
50% at BER=10-6.  
In contrary, IrBurst with small window size of 7 has excellent throughput 
performance over a wide range of BERs including high BER (10-6) for this turnaround 
time. With this window size IrBurst has 98.55% TE for low BER and retains to almost 
90% efficiency even at very high BER (10-6). However window size 7 is not sufficient for 
IrBurst as ttat increases to 0.1ms due to the negative effect of ttat. Although IrBurst with 
N=7 has the satisfactory level of TE over a wide range of BERs including high BER, it 
suffers 9% sacrifice of best TE for low BERs. The best TE at low BER is achieved with 
existing maximum window size of 127.  
For further increase in ttat to 1.0ms, a significant difference in throughput 
efficiency (TE) with N=7 and N=127 is observed. In this case, window size 127 provides  
Figure 4.7 Throughput Efficiency versus BER for C=100Mb/s, L=100MB and l=2KB. 
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best TE which is 40% higher than that of N=7 for low BERs but the TE deteriorate 
considerably at high BERs. 
As a conclusion, for very low turnaround time of 0.01ms or less, window size 7 
with existing frame length (l=2KB) is sufficient to achieve satisfactory performance for 
IrBurst over a wide range of BERs. However, such a low turnaround time is not always 
achievable due to physical limitations and backward compatibility with other device. 
Therefore, in situations where small turnaround time is not possible, using a large 
window size (N=127) or frame length (l=16KB) can alleviate the negative effect of a large 
minimum turnaround time by increasing the amount of data sent between turnarounds. 
 
4.2.2.3.2 Effect of Processor Speed on IrBurst Throughput Efficiency  
Figure 4.8 plots IrBurst throughput efficiency against processor speed for various 
minimum turnaround time (ttat) and BERs with C=100Mb/s, l= 2KB and L=100MB using 
(4.22). As shown in the figure, IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) increases significantly 
as the processor speed increases up to certain limit, for any BER and ttat. However, TE 
saturates as processor speed exceeds a certain limit which is due to the effect of 
minimum turnaround time. For ttat=5ms at BER=10-8, IrBurst TE increases with the 
increase of processor speed from 10 kHz to 500 kHz. However if the processor speed is 
higher than 500 kHz, throughput does not increase. This is due to the fact that the 
processing time to get TinyTP feedback upon receiving last frame at secondary station 
becomes lower than ttat when processor speed reaches 500 kHz. For a lower minimum 
turnaround time (0.1ms) at the same BER, throughput efficiency increases as processor 
speed increases up to 30MHz and saturates beyond that processor speed limit. The 
same characteristics is observed for the same value of ttat at BER=10-7. Hence I can 
conclude that for a low minimum turnaround time, IrBurst TE is always benefited by 
higher processor speed. However, for a large turnaround time which is the physical 
property of IrDA transceivers, a moderate processor speed can also achieve maximum 
IrBurst TE. 
 
4.2.2.3.3 Effect of IrLAP Window Size 
  The effect of window size on IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) for different link BERs 
with C=100Mb/s, L=100MB, l=2KB and ttat =0.1ms is shown in Figure 4.9. The figure 
depicts that large window size provides significant throughput increase for low BERs but 
renders the TE very much vulnerable to BER increase. 
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Figure 4.8 Throughput efficiency versus processor speed for different BERs and 
minimum turnaround time (ttat) 
 Figure 4.9 Effect of window size on IrBurst performance at different BERs for 











































Figure 4.10 Effect of IrLAP frame length on IrBurst performance at different BERs for 
C=100Mb/s, ttat=0.1ms, N=7 and L=100MB 
4.2.2.3.4 Effect of IrLAP Frame Length 
Figure 4.10 shows the effect of frame length on the performance of IrBurst at different 
BERs with C=100Mb/s, L=100MB, N=7 and ttat =0.1ms. As shown in the figure, IrBurst 
with large frame length has excellent TE at low BERs but suffers severe deterioration in 
TE for high BERs.  
4.3 Enhancing Performance of IrBurst Protocol  
  The analysis, carried out in the previous chapter, has showed that IrBurst 
throughput efficiency (TE) always benefits by a small minimum turnaround time. 
However, such a low turnaround time is not always achievable due to physical limitations 
and backward compatibility with other device. Therefore, in situations where small 
turnaround time is not possible, using a large window size (N=127) or frame length 
(l=16KB) can alleviate the negative effect of a large minimum turnaround time by 
increasing the amount of data sent between turnarounds.  On the other hand, although 
using large window size or frame length significantly improves the throughput efficiency 
for low BERs, it renders the link vulnerable to BER increase.  
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    Thus, for large window size or frame length values, significant decrease in IrBurst 
TE is observed for high BERs caused by the retransmission of correctly received out of 
sequence frames. This is a limitation of the existing Go-Back-N (GBN) ARQ scheme 
adopted by IrDA. The basic GBN ARQ error control scheme is the simplest continuous 
ARQ scheme to implement [29]. For this inherent simplicity, Infrared Link Access 
Protocol (IrLAP) uses Go-Back-N ARQ scheme as the error control scheme for data 
transmission over infrared links. The main drawback is that, whenever a received frame 
is detected in error, the receiver also rejects subsequent N-1 received frames, even 
though many of them may be error free. As a result, they must be retransmitted and 
have the chance to be in error in the following retransmission. This signifies a waste of 
transmissions which results in severe deterioration of throughput performance especially 
in the case of high data rate transmission. Therefore, an effective ARQ scheme is of 
great importance for IrBurst protocol throughput as well as high-speed IrDA links 
throughput, especially at high BERs. To improve IrBurst performance when large 
window size or large frame length is used, proposed BBWR and ISR ARQ schemes 
(Section 3.3) at IrLAP layer are examined in the following sections. 
4.3.1 Proposed BBWR ARQ scheme in case of Large Window 
Size  
As explained earlier, Block Based Window Retransmission (BBWR) scheme 
divides all frames stored in receiver buffer in blocks. If all the frames within a block are 
stored in the receiver buffer, it does not retransmit any frame of that block. In case of 
large window size, the secondary station needs a large number of bits to form the bitmap 
information for primary station if all the frames are acknowledged individually. Hence, in 
this section, I examine the improvement of IrBurst performance by deploying BBWR 
ARQ scheme, which is discussed in detail in section 3.3.1, at IrLAP layer when large 
window size is negotiated.            
Figure 4.11 plots IrBurst throughput efficiency versus bit error rate (BER) for the 
proposed ARQ scheme and the existing Go-Back-N (GBN) ARQ scheme for 100Mb/s 
link data rate (C) with turn-around time (ttat) 0.1ms and IrLAP frame length (l) 2KB. It 
shows that the proposed BBWR ARQ scheme enables IrBurst to achieve almost 98% 
throughput efficiency (TE) at low BERs by using large window size (N=127) while it has 
better robustness than GBN scheme with small window size (N=7) at high BERs. 
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Figure 4.11 IrBurst throughput efficiency versus BER for ttat=0.1ms, l=2KB and 
C=100Mbit/s 
 
4.3.2 Proposed ISR ARQ scheme in case of Large Frame Length  
Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) ARQ scheme, which is also discussed in 
chapter 3, may be considered for the case where large frame length instead of large 
window size is deployed. In case of large frame length, the window size can effectively 
be kept small (N=7) which allows the proposed scheme to use the existing but 
rearranged I-frame or S-frame for providing the bit map information (see Fig. 4.12).  
 
Figure 4.12 Supervisory and Information frame structure for Proposed ISR ARQ scheme 
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Since only the erroneous frames received at secondary station are required to be 
retransmitted in this proposed ISR ARQ scheme, the number of frames correctly 
transmitted by primary station in one full window (Ncorr_ARQ) is as follows: 
 
      NpNN ARQcorr *_ −=                                                     (4.35) 
where variable N and p are defined in  Table 4.1 of section 4.2. 
Hence, the total number of windows required to transmit the full data content for 
this ISR ARQ scheme (Werr_ARQ) can be defined using (35) as:  






           
(4.36)
   
Now replacing Werr with this Werr_ARQ in (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) and finally 
using the values of these equations in (4.15) and (4.16) of section 4.2.1.2, I can 
calculate the throughput efficiency of IrBurst considering my proposed ARQ scheme in a 
straightforward manner.   
IrBurst throughput efficiency versus BER for existing Go-Back-N (GBN) ARQ 
scheme and the proposed ISR scheme is plotted in Figure 4.13 for C=100Mb/s, 
ttat=0.1ms and L=100MB. The figure shows that analytical result practically coincides 
with the simulation result for my proposed ARQ scheme. It also depicts that IrBurst, by 
employing ISR ARQ scheme, achieves 99% TE at low BERs with large frame length of 
16KB while it has almost similar robustness at high BERs compared to GBN scheme 
with small frame length of 2KB. 
4.4 Conclusion  
    In this chapter, I examined the suitability of IrBurst protocol for large data block 
exchange over high-speed IrDA links, investigated the interaction between IrBurst and 
the lower layer IrDA protocol stack, and also examined the effect of two proposed ARQ 
schemes on system throughput. A complete analytical model was carried out to derive 
IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) over the IrDA protocol stacks both in the case of error 
free transmission and in presence of transmission errors. Results are presented which 
reveal that IrBurst scales well to handle large data blocks and high data rates compared 
to the existing OBEX protocol. I also examined the impact of IrLAP window size and 
frame length and IrPHY minimum turnaround time on IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) 
in presence of transmission errors. The analysis has showed that IrBurst throughput 
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Figure 4.13 Throughput Efficiency versus BER for C=100Mb/s, ttat=0.1ms, N=7 and 
L=100MB 
efficiency (TE) always benefits by a small minimum turnaround time. However, in 
situations where small turnaround time is not possible, using a large window size or 
frame length can alleviate the negative effect of a large minimum turnaround time by 
increasing the amount of data sent between turnarounds. Although using large window 
size or frame length significantly improves the throughput efficiency for low BERs, it 
renders the link vulnerable to BER increase. To mitigate the loss of TE at high BER, I 
deploy BBWR and ISR ARQ schemes at IrLAP layer both in case of large window size 
and large frame length respectively. Simulation result also shows that employment of the 















    This chapter presents an analytical model for IrSimple [24] throughput efficiency 
over IrDA protocol stacks. Based on this model, the performance of IrSimple protocol is 
compared with the existing IrDA protocol, OBEX [17], [19] for digital content exchange at 
high data rates. The relationships of data size, IrSMP block size [28], and link minimum 
turnaround time on the IrSimple throughput efficiency for high-speed IrDA links are also 
studied. Furthermore, in order to characterize the IrSimple performance in presence of 
transmission errors, a simulation model for IrSimple is developed. A performance 
comparison of IrSimple and OBEX is carried out for various bit error rates based on the 
model. The model also allows the evaluation of the significance of different layer 
parameters such as IrSMP block size and IrPHY minimum turnaround time on IrSimple 
throughput in presence of transmission errors. Consequently, to improve the protocol 
performance at high BERs; I propose an enhancement of the existing error control 
scheme. Simulation results indicate that employment of proposed error control scheme 
results in significant improvement of IrSimple throughput efficiency at high BERs. Finally, 
an improvement in the flow control scheme that allows the link layer to manage data flow 
instead of higher layer is presented to reduce the traffic in the processing systems 
generated by redundant data retransmission considering all possible cases of frame 
losses [41], [42].  
5.1 Mathematical Analysis 
In this section, a mathematical model is developed which leads to derivation of 
the IrSimple throughput efficiency. Based on this IrSimple Model and the OBEX model 
developed in chapter 4 (Section 4.2.1.4), I compare the performance of IrSimple [24] and 
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existing OBEX protocol [17]  for exchanging digital contents at various data rates. The 
model also allows the evaluation of the relationship of the IrSMP block size, data size 
and IrPHY minimum turnaround time on IrSimple throughput for high-speed IrDA links. I 
make use of Table 5.1 for symbol details. For the purpose of developing the 
mathematical model of IrSimple, the following assumptions are made:  
• IrSimple throughput efficiency is calculated considering both connection 
establishment and data transmission time.  
• Bi-directional transfer mode is considered in order to carry out complete 
performance analysis. However, the derived model can also be modified in a 
straightforward manner for Uni-directional transfer mode.  
• According to the IrSimple specification [24] and IrLAP for IrSimple addition [26], 
the maximum connection establishment time for IrSimple (tCE) is assumed of 
60ms.  
• All Objects are pushed to the secondary using OBEX PUT operation.  
5.1.1 Modeling of IrSimple  
The mathematical model uses Figure 5.1 that illustrates the way in which the 
IrSimple protocol packetizes an object for transmission and the details protocol mapping 
of the object throughout the protocol stacks starting from higher layer (OBEX) down to 
the link layer of the stacks (IrLAP). Since all objects are pushed to the secondary using 
OBEX PUT operation, pushing an object can take one or more OBEX packets. The first 
packet typically contains some extra information (lOBEX1 - lOBEXn) of the object (such as 
name, length, etc.) but all the subsequent packets contains fixed header of length lOBEXn 
only. The total number of OBEX packets for an object of size L is given by: 














llLn 1                 (5.1) 
When the OBEX packets are passed through the IrSMP layer, they are fitted into SMP 
blocks where the block size is the maximum data size that the primary station of SMP 
can resend and the secondary station can receive at once. To yield the total number of 
SMP blocks (nB), I divide the total amount of data (L + (lOBEX1 - lOBEXn) + nOP*lOBEXn) that 
the SMP has to send for transmitting the object (L) by the block size (BS), which is given 
by:  
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Table 5.1 Mathematical Model Variables for IrSimple protocol 
 









lnllLn OBEXnOPOBEXnOBEXB 1        (5.2) 
As described in the chapter2, the IrSMP layer packetizes each block in such a way so 
that all SMP packets must fit within a single IrLAP payload. Therefore, the total number 
of IrLAP frames required for each SMP block (nf1) is: 










BSn 1                                (5.3) 
Symb. Parameter Description Unit 
C Link data rate bit/s 
L Object size bit 
l Payload size of IrLAP frame (Frame length ) bit 
lPHY Physical layer overhead 48bit 
lLAP IrLAP layer header or S-frame size bit 
lLMP IrLMP layer header 16bit 
lSMP IrSMP layer header 24bit  
tPI IrSMP minimum packet interval time  0.1ms 
bPI Equivalent bits of IrSMP  minimum packet 
interval time: PItC ×  
bit 
tCE Connection establishment time sec 
bCE Equivalent bits of Connection establishment 
time: CEtC ×  
bit 
ttat IrLAP minimum turnaround time sec 
btat Equivalent bits of IrLAP turnaround time: 
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 Figure 5.1 Mapping IrSimple protocol to IrLAP frames 
 
Because the total number of blocks is nB, I multiply nf1 by nB to calculate the total number 
of IrLAP frames for all blocks (nfB). To this, I multiply each IrLAP frame size (l+lLAP+lPHY) 
to yield the total number of bits required for all blocks (Bbits). 
                
                    ⎡ ⎤ ( )PHYLAPBfbits lllnnB ++∗∗= 1                (5.4) 
The SMP of primary station maintains a minimum interval between any sending packets 
which is defined by the secondary station. Since the total number of SMP packets is 
equal to the total number of IrLAP frames (nfB) and there is no packet interval after the 
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last packet, the overhead due to minimum packet interval for all the SMP packets (OPI) 
is: 
 
                ⎡ ⎤( ) PIfBPI bnO ∗−= 1                                     (5.5) 
                          
Since each block requires an acknowledgement (ACK) from the SMP of secondary 
station, therefore the overhead due to acknowledgement (OACK) considering no ACK 
associated with last block is: 
 
              ⎡ ⎤( ) ( )PHYLAPSMPtatBACK lllbnO +++∗∗−= 21          (5.6) 
 
OBEX for IrSimple needs only final response (RES) for the final PUT command i.e. for 
the final request packet (REQ) only. The overhead due to OBEX Response is: 
 






32        
 (5.7) 
 
As illustrated in the figure, for transmitting the content of size L, in addition to this content 
extra bits are also exchanged which accounts for the delay due to connection 
establishment time (bCE) and overhead of lower layer, acknowledgement and turnaround 
time effect. By adding up all the delay, overheads, the total number of bits required to 
transmit the object is: 
 
              RESACKPIbitsCESbits OOOBbN ++++=        (5.8) 
 
The throughput efficiency (TE), which is defined as the ratio of object size (in bits) to 
total number of bits required to transmit that object, is therefore given by: 
                    SbitsN
LTE =                                                            (5.9) 
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OBEX,    ttat=0.1ms
IrSimple, ttat=0.1ms
OBEX,    ttat=1.0ms
IrSimple, ttat=1.0ms
OBEX,    ttat=10ms
IrSimple, ttat=10ms
Figure 5.2 Performance comparison of IrSimple and OBEX for various data rates with 
l=2KB, L=4MB and BS=512KB. 
5.1.2 Analysis 
Based on the models, the performance of IrSimple is compared with that of 
standard IrDA OBEX protocol for high-speed exchange of data contents in this section. 
Furthermore, the relationship between block size and minimum turn around time on 
IrSimple performance is also explored. For this experiment, the data content size (L) is 
4MB, the IrLAP frame length (l) is 2KB and the OBEX turnaround time (TTA) is 1.0ms.  
 
5.1.2.1 Performance comparison of IrSimple and OBEX at Various Data 
Rates 
Figure 5.2 compares IrSimple and OBEX throughput efficiency (TE) over a range of data 
rates for three different minimum turn around time (ttat) of 0.1ms, 1.0ms and 10.0ms 
using equation (5.9) and (4.29). The figure shows that while a longer minimum 
turnaround time always degrades throughput efficiency for both IrSimple and OBEX; the 
effect is more pronounced at higher data transfer rates. At a low data rate (4Mbps) and 
very small turnaround time (0.1ms), both IrSimple and OBEX have more than 85% 
throughput efficiency and IrSimple has 10% improvement in TE compared to OBEX. As 
the data rate increases, the improvement in throughput efficiency (TE) for IrSimple over 
OBEX also increases. For a large turnaround time of 10ms, IrSimple provides 47% more 
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throughput efficiency (TE) compared to OBEX at C=16Mbps while the difference is 
almost 50% at C=100Mbps. The improvement in TE for IrSimple increases to 62% at 
C=100Mbps even for a very small turnaround time (0.1ms). Therefore, IrSimple protocol 
significantly outperforms standard OBEX protocol for instant exchange of data contents 
between portable appliances, especially at high data rates. 
 
5.1.2.2 Relationship between IrSMP block size and IrPHY turn around time 
Using equation (5.9), the effect of IrSMP block size (BS) and IrPHY minimum turnaround 
time on IrSimple throughput efficiency (TE) at C=100Mbps is examined in Figure 5.3. 
The figure shows that with a combination of small turnaround time and large block size, 
IrSimple achieves maximum throughput efficiency. Therefore, IrSimple throughput 
efficiency always benefits by a large block size and a small turnaround time. 
 
5.1.2.3 Relationship between IrSMP block size and data size 
Figure 5.4 shows the effect of block size and data size on throughput efficiency (TE) at 
C=100Mbps and ttat=1ms. The figure depicts that with the increase of data size, TE 
increases slightly for a fixed block size. However, block size increment results in 
significant TE especially when it fine-tunes with the data size. Hence in this research, I 
will only consider the data size be 4MB as this is the maximum block size defined by 
IrDA [28].  
    So, IrSimple protocol significantly outperforms standard OBEX protocol for 
instant exchange of data contents between portable appliances, especially at high data 
rates and its throughput efficiency always benefits by a large block size and a small 
turnaround time. 
5.2 Simulation and Analysis 
In order to characterize the performance of IrSimple protocol in presence of 
transmission errors, I have developed a simulation model for IrSimple considering all the 
layers of its protocol stack using OPNETTM simulation package [33]. In the model, the 
IrSimple protocol stack details are implemented according to the IrDA specifications. The 
main objective of the simulation is to measure the throughput performance of IrSimple 
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Figure 5.4 Relationship between block size and data size 
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Based on this model, the performance comparison of IrSimple protocol with the 
standard IrDA object exchange protocol (OBEX) for various bit error rates is carried out. 
Furthermore, a study of the importance of different layer parameters such as IrSMP 
block size and IrPHY minimum turnaround time on IrSimple performance in presence of 
errors is also presented.  
5.2.1 Simulation Parameters 
The parameters used throughout the presentation and analysis of simulation 
results are defined bellow. 
• C = Link Data Rate  
• L = Object or Data Content Size  
• l = Payload size of IrLAP frame (Frame length )  
• ttat = IrPHY layer minimum turn around time  
• BS = IrSMP Block Size  
• TTA = OBEX layer minimum turn around time  
5.2.2 Simulation results 
This section presents the simulation results. At first, the mathematical model that 
has been developed in section 5.1 is validated by comparing the results obtained by 
equation with results derived from simulation. Then, the performance of IrSimple is 
compared with that of existing OBEX for various data rates in presence of transmission 
errors. Furthermore, the significance of IrSMP block size and Physical layer minimum 
turn around time on IrSimple performance for various bit error rates (BERs) is also 
studied. 
 
5.2.2.1 Model Validation 
To validate the mathematical model, the results obtained from equations have been 
compared with that obtained using simulation in this section. Figure 5.5 plots IrSimple 
throughput efficiency over a range of data rates for three different minimum turn around 
time (ttat) of 0.1ms, 1.0ms and 10.0ms. 
 As shown in the figure, IrSimple protocol provides higher throughput when the data 
rates increases for instant exchange of data contents between portable appliances.  
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Figure 5.5 Throughput Efficiency: Analysis versus Simulation 
The figure shows that analytical results practically coincide with the simulation results for 
all the data rates. 
 
5.2.2.2 Performance Comparison of IrSimple and OBEX at Various Bit Error 
Rates 
Figure 5.6 plots throughput efficiency versus bit error rate (BER) for UFIR [23] link 
(C=100Mb/s), l= 2KB, L= 4MB and different values of ttat. The figure shows that IrSimple 
has almost 64% improvement in throughput efficiency over OBEX at C=100Mb/s links 
with a low turnaround time of 0.01ms for a range of bit error rates (10-9 to 10-6). However, 
if the BER increases further, IrSimple through efficiency falls sharply although still it 
provides better throughput compared to the OBEX. And if the BER increases to 10-5 then 
IrSimple throughput efficiency falls at the same level as that of the OBEX. It is also 
shown form the figure that OBEX has more robustness of BER increase compared to the 
IrSimple protocol. Whereas, the improvement of IrSimple throughput efficiency is 61% 
for turnaround time of 1.0ms and 44% for turnaround time of 10.0ms over a range of 







Figure 5.6 Throughput Efficiency versus BER for IrSimple and OBEX with C=100Mb/s, 
L=4MB, l=2KB and BS=64KB 
 
The figure also shows that for large turnaround time of 1.0ms, IrSimple with 
minimum block size (64KB) can achieve only 63% throughput efficiency (TE). As ttat 
decreases, IrSimple achieves significant improvement in TE and for ttat=0.1ms, it has 
almost 82% TE at low BER (10-8). For further decrease in ttat from 0.1ms to 0.01ms, 
IrSimple performance increases by 2% for low BERs. Therefore, this figure depicts that 
IrSimple has significant improvement in TE compared to OBEX over a wide range of bit 
error rates including high BER (10-6) for all turn around time. This is due tothe fact that 
OBEX consumes significant amount of time for device discovery before connection 
establishment whereas IrSimple can immediately establish a connection reducing device 
discovery time. Furthermore, IrSimple throughput efficiency always benefits by small 
minimum turnaround time. 
The same comparison of throughput efficiency (TE) between IrSimple and OBEX 
considering erroneous data transmission for VFIR (C=16Mb/s) link [22] is depicted in 
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Figure 5.7 Throughput Efficiency versus BER for IrSimple and OBEX with C=16Mb/s, 
L=4MB, l=2KB and BS=64KB. 
 
The figure shows that IrSimple has almost 35% improvement in throughput 
efficiency over OBEX at C=16Mb/s links with a low turnaround time of 0.1ms whereas 
the improvement is 31% for turnaround time of 1.0ms and 15% for turnaround time of 
10.0ms low BERs. However, as the BER increases the improvement of throughput 
efficiency using IrSimple decreases for all turn around time. This figure also confirms 
that IrSimple provides better throughput efficiency compared to that of OBEX and its 
throughput efficiency always benefits by small minimum turnaround time. Furthermore, 
OBEX has significant robustness to high BERs for 16Mb/s links also. 
    As a conclusion, IrSimple protocol significantly outperforms existing OBEX 
protocol for exchange of digital contents especially at high data rates (100Mb/s) and its 
throughput efficiency always benefits by a small minimum turn around time.  
5.2.2.3 Effect of IrSMP Block Size on IrSimple Performance 
The effect of block size on IrSimple throughput efficiency (TE) for different link BERs 
with C=100Mb/s, L=4MB, l=2KB and ttat =1.0ms is examined in Figure 5.8. The figure 
shows that larger block size provides significant throughput increase for low BERs but 
renders the TE very much vulnerable to BER increase. Thus, for a large block size,  
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Figure 5.8 IrSimple Throughput efficiency versus bit error rate for various block sizes 
with C=100Mbps, ttat=1.0ms, l=2KB and L=4MB. 
significant decrease in IrSimple TE is observed for high BERs caused by the 
retransmission of correctly received out of sequence frames. 
5.3 Improving IrSimple Performance 
The analysis, carried out in the previous section, has showed that IrSimple 
throughput efficiency (TE) always benefits by a small minimum turnaround time. 
However, such a low turnaround time is not always achievable due to physical limitations 
and backward compatibility with other device. Therefore, in situations where small 
turnaround time is not possible, using a large IrSMP block size can alleviate the negative 
effect of a large minimum turnaround time. On the other hand, although using large 
block size significantly improves the throughput efficiency for low bit error rates (BERs); 
it renders the link vulnerable to BER increase.  
Thus, for large block size values, significant decrease in IrSimple TE is observed 
for high BERs caused by the retransmission of correctly received out of sequence 
frames. This is a limitation of the existing error control scheme adopted for IrSimple 
protocol. Therefore, a more effective error control scheme at IrSMP layer is of great 
importance for increasing IrSimple performance. Hence, in an effort to improve IrSimple 
performance using large block size; a more effective error control scheme at IrSMP layer 
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is proposed here. Furthermore, a modification of the existing flow control for IrSimple 
protocol at IrLAP layer is presented to reduce the traffic in the system. 
5.3.1 Enhancing Error control scheme 
In order to improve IrSimple performance, an effective error control scheme is 
presented in this section. Before going into the details of the proposed error control 
scheme, a brief overview as well as the limitation of the existing error control scheme is 
described. Finally, the performance of the proposed error control scheme is compared 
with that of existing error control scheme to examine the effectiveness of the proposed 
error control scheme.   
 
5.3.1.1 Existing error control scheme 
In the existing error recovery scheme, IrSMP layer at Secondary station checks the 
sequence number of the data packet from lower layer [28]. When a lost sequence 
number is detected, secondary station maintains that sequence number for the 
retransmission request to primary station during transfer turn and discards all the 
subsequent frames. When secondary station receives a packet with block last (BL) bit 
set to 1, it sends a response packet to lower layer. Secondary sets response (RS) bit to 
0 if there is a packet which it wants primary station to resend. Otherwise it sets RS bit to 
1. The secondary station also sets the sequence number (Nr) field to the packet number 
which secondary station wants primary station to resend. Upon getting the response 
packet from secondary with RS field set to 0, primary station resends all the packets 
from the received sequence number to the end of the block. As a result, many error free 
packets need to be retransmitted and have the chance to be in error in the following 
retransmission. This signifies a waste of transmissions which results in severe 
deterioration of throughput performance especially in the case of high bit error rate. 
Figure 5.9 explains the operation of existing error control scheme briefly. 
 
5.3.1.2 Proposed Error Control Scheme 
In the proposed error control scheme, all error free but out of sequence data packets are 
stored at the secondary station (receiver) buffer instead of being discarded. The receiver 




Figure 5.9 Existing Error Control Scheme 
 
The secondary station acknowledges all UI-frames received using a new multiple 
acknowledgement scheme. In the proposed scheme, the response packet sent by 
secondary station also contains status (S) field which is bitmap information to indicate 
the status of all out of sequence packets stored at receiver buffer. The reserved bit (R) is 
set to ‘1’ to indicate this response packet. A ‘1’ is assigned to the bits in S corresponding 
to packet sequence numbers that have been received correctly. Otherwise, a ‘0’ is 
assigned to the corresponding sequence numbers. The S field reports the reception 
status of packets with sequence numbers starting from Nr+1 to the highest received 
frame sequence number. The maximum length that S field may reach is equal to the 
2047. The primary station can easily calculate the length of S by subtracting Nr from the 
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highest sequence number of packet last sent. The S field is optional. It is not needed if 
no frame has been received with a packet sequence number that is higher than Nr. At 
the Primary station, when a response packet with multiple acknowledgements is 
received, an automatic retransmission is initiated starting from Nr and only the 
subsequent packets having ‘0’ in the corresponding bit position in status field is 
retransmitted. The operation of the proposed error control scheme is briefly explained in 
Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5.10 Proposed Error Control Scheme 
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Figure 5.11 Throughput efficiency versus BER for C=100Mbps, ttat=1.0ms, l=2KB and 
L=4MB. 
 
5.3.1.3 Effectiveness of the Proposed Error Control Scheme 
To measure the effectiveness of the proposed error control scheme, I compare the 
performance of proposed error control scheme and that of the existing error control 
scheme. This section discusses the result of two error control scheme (the proposed 
error control scheme and the existing error control scheme). 
    Figure 5.11 plots throughput efficiency versus bit error rate (BER) for my 
proposed error control scheme as well as for existing error control scheme with 
C=100Mbps, ttat= 1.0ms, l=2KB and L=4MB. The figure shows that proposed error 
recovery scheme enables IrSimple to achieve almost 84% throughput efficiency (TE) at 
low BERs by using the largest block size (4096KB). Moreover, it provides significant 
robustness compared to the existing error control scheme with smallest block size 
(64KB) over a wide range BERs including high BER (10-5). 
5.3.2 Efficient Flow Control 
This section presents an improvement in the existing flow control for IrSimple 
protocol at IrLAP layer to provide efficient flow control.  At first, a brief description of the 
existing flow control is carried out.   
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Figure 5.12 Existing Flow Control Scheme 
 
5.3.2.1 Existing Flow Control 
In the existing IrSimple protocol, the link flow control is managed by IrSMP layer (higher 
layer) instead of IrLAP layer (link layer). According to the IrSimple specification [24], 
when the IrSMP of primary station completes bulk data transfer, the flow control is 
needed at the IrSMP layer in the secondary station. If the IrSMP of secondary station is 
busy, the secondary station will not receive the last data and sends the UI frame 
requesting the last data again as there is no data from the upper layer of the secondary 
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station. Receiving the request, primary station resends the last data of the block at 
IrSMP layer. This process continues until the busy state is over which results in a 
significant amount of traffic in the processing systems and waste in data transmission 
caused by the repetition of last data of the block to maintain the flow control. Figure 5.12 
shows the existing flow control scehme of IrSimple protocol. 
 
5.3.2.2 Proposed Efficient Flow Control 
To reduce the traffic in the processing system generated by the redundant data 
retransmission, a modification to the existing flow control may be employed. The higher 
layer, IrSMP should not handle the flow control, instead the link layer, IrLAP layer can 
manage the flow control using RR supervisory frame (S-frame) [14] that passes the 
transmission right alternatively to maintain flow control. As the exchanges of RR S-frame 
are at the link layer instead of resending the last data at higher layer (IrSMP), the 
modified flow control reduces redundant data retransmissions in the system significantly.  
Figure 5.13 shows the improved flow control using RR supervisory frame. In order to 
cope with this improvement, no further modification is needed in the existing primary 
station as the use of RR frame with P bit set and reception of RR frame with F bit set is 
already included. However, as the existing secondary station is not allowed to initiate RR 
frame without any request from its upper layer, a modification to issue the RR frame with 
F bit set at the IrLAP layer by the secondary station for maintaining the flow control is 
suggested. 
 
5.3.2.3 Robustness of Proposed Flow Control Scheme 
In this section, the effectiveness of my proposed flow control scheme is investigated for 
all possible cases where a Receive Ready (RR) frame or Unacknowledged Information 
(UI) frame may be lost due to transmission error. In this case, it is important that the 
proposed flow control scheme can recover the error without adding any complexity.  
 
5.3.2.3.1 When Receive Ready (RR) frame from secondary station is lost   
The IrLAP layer of secondary station sends RR frame with F bit set to 1 (RR-F) when the 
IrSMP layer is busy and can not acknowledge the last received frame. If the transmitted 
RR frame is lost due to transmission error, the maximum turnaround time (MAX TAT) at 
primary station expires. 
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Figure 5.13 Proposed Efficient Flow Control Scheme 
 
 Then the IrLAP layer at primary station resends the last transmitted UI frame with P bit 
set to 1 (UI-P). Upon receiving this frame, IrLAP at secondary station notifies the higher 
layer about this duplicate data and sends a RR-F frame to return the control. However, 
IrSMP layer discards the duplicate data. This way, the proposed flow control scheme 
can recover the previous RR frame loss. Figure 5.14 shows the recovery procedure of 
the proposed flow control scheme in case of RR frame from secondary station is lost. 
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Figure 5.14 Recovery of Receive Ready (RR-F) frame loss in the proposed flow control 
scheme of IrSimple protocol  
 
5.3.2.3.2 When Receive Ready (RR) frame from primary station is lost  
In this case, the maximum turnaround time (MAX TAT) at primary station expires again 
as the IrLAP layer at secondary station is unable to detect the control rotation due to the 
loss of primary station RR-F frame and can not respond. IrLAP layer at primary resends 
the last data and waits for the response from secondary station. When secondary station 
IrLAP layer receives this frame, it issues a RR-F frame and the system returns to the 
usual state of the flow control. The operation of this recovery procedure is briefly 
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 Figure 5.15 Recovery of Receive Ready (RR-P) frame loss 
 
5.3.2.3.3 When Data (UI) frame is lost immediately after the release of the flow control 
Figure 5.16 is an example for the loss of the UI frame that the secondary station issues 
immediately after the release of the flow control. IrLAP layer at primary station notifies a 
time-out when there is no response from the secondary station as the maximum 
turnaround time (MAX TAT) is expired. At this point, the system recovers the error the 
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Figure 5.16 Recovery of Unnumbered Information (UI) frame loss immediately after the 
release of the flow control 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I carried out a mathematical model to derive a simple equation for 
IrSimple throughput efficiency (TE) over the IrDA protocol stacks. Based on this model, 
the performance of IrSimple protocol is compared with existing OBEX protocol. It has 
shown that the IrSimple protocol scales well to handle fast data exchange at high data 
rates compared to the existing OBEX protocol. Furthermore, the effect of different layer 
parameters such as IrSMP block size and IrPHY minimum turnaround time on IrSimple 
throughput is explored for various BERs. Although small turnaround time results in 
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maximum throughput, such a low turnaround time is not always achievable. Therefore, in 
situations where small turnaround time is not possible, the use of large block size can 
mitigate the negative effect of large turnaround time. An effective error control scheme at 
IrSMP layer is also proposed to improve IrSimple throughput performance at high BER 
when large block size is used. Simulation result also shows that employment of my 
proposed error recovery scheme highly improves throughput performance at high BERs. 
Finally, improvement in flow control for IrSimple protocol is presented by introducing RR 
supervisory frame at IrLAP layer to reduce the traffic in the system. A complete 
examination of the proposed flow control scheme is carried out for all possible cases 
where frame losses can occur due to transmission error. It shows that the proposed flow 
control scheme recovers from any possible frame losses without adding any complexity 



















6.1 Summary of the Studies 
In this thesis, I propose more effective error recovery schemes, Block Based 
Window Retransmission (BBWR) scheme and Improved Selective Repeat (ISR) 
scheme, for future high speed IrDA links to enhance the reliability in case of erroneous 
environment. The proposed schemes are variants of ideal selective repeat ARQ scheme 
which fit well for half duplex IrDA links and require little modification to the existing error 
recovery scheme. BBWR scheme is suitable for system with large window size while 
ISR scheme is preferable for system with large frame length. The proposed schemes 
operate with a finite buffer size and a finite range of sequence number such that buffer 
overflow never happens. Simulation results are presented which shows that the 
proposed error recovery schemes significantly outperforms the conventional go-back-N 
ARQ scheme, particularly for links with high bit error rate. The significance of the 
minimum turn-around time and other link parameters on throughput performance are 
also examined.  
In an effort to investigate the suitability of IrBurst protocol for large data block 
exchange over high-speed IrDA links, a complete analytical model was carried out to 
derive IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) both in the case of error free transmission and 
in presence of transmission errors. Results are presented which reveal that IrBurst 
scales well to handle large data blocks and high data rates compared to the existing 
OBEX protocol. I also investigate the impact of IrLAP window size and frame length and 
IrPHY minimum turnaround time on IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) in presence of 
transmission errors. The analysis has showed that IrBurst throughput efficiency (TE) 
always benefits by a small minimum turnaround time. However, in situations where small 
turnaround time is not possible, using a large window size or frame length can alleviate 
the negative effect of a large minimum turnaround time by increasing the amount of data 
sent between turnarounds. Although using large window size or frame length 
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significantly improves the throughput efficiency for low BERs, it renders the link 
vulnerable to BER increase. To mitigate the loss of TE at high BER, the proposed 
BBWR and ISR ARQ schemes at IrLAP layer are employed both in case of large window 
size and large frame length respectively. Simulation result also shows that employment 
of the proposed ARQ schemes highly improves throughput performance at high BERs. 
Finally, a study on the performance of IrSimple protocol for high-speed exchange 
of digital contents is carried out in detail. A mathematical model has been carried out to 
derive IrSimple throughput efficiency (TE). Based on the model, the performance of 
IrSimple protocol is compared with existing OBEX protocol for various data rates. 
Furthermore, in order to characterize the IrSimple performance in presence of 
transmission errors, a simulation model for IrSimple has been developed. A performance 
comparison of IrSimple and OBEX is carried out for various bit error rates based on the 
model. The significance of different layer parameters on IrSimple throughput in presence 
of transmission errors is also explored. In an effort to improve IrSimple performance, an 
effective error control scheme is proposed. Furthermore, an improvement in the existing 
flow control for IrSimple protocol is proposed at IrLAP layer to reduce the traffic in the 
system. 
6.2 Future Work 
 In my future work, I consider the Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme and 
hybrid ARQ scheme which is likely to provide further robustness for my proposed BBWR 
scheme and ISR scheme. This future study will be useful for providing more reliability for 
real time applications, for example, real time video and audio transmission over IrDA 
links for home theatre system.  
Also I will investigate the performance of IrBurst protocol considering multiple 
applications and evaluate the performance of proposed flow control scheme for IrSimple 
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